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ABSTRACT 

 
  

Equatorial waves have been studied extensively due to their importance to the tropical 

climate and weather systems. Historically, their activity is diagnosed mainly in the wavenumber-

frequency domain. Recently, many studies have projected observational data onto parabolic 

cylinder functions (PCFs), which represent the meridional structure of individual wave modes, to 

attain time-dependent spatial wave structures. The non-orthogonality of wave modes has yet 

posed a problem when attempting to separate data into wave fields where the waves project onto 

the same structure functions. 

We propose the development and application of a new methodology for equatorial wave 

expansion of instantaneous flows using the full equatorial wave spectrum. By creating a mapping 

from the meridional structure function amplitudes to the equatorial wave class amplitudes, we 

are able to diagnose instantaneous wave fields and determine their evolution. Because all 

meridional modes are shared by some subset of the wave classes, we require constraints on the 

wave class amplitudes to yield a closed system with a unique solution for all waves’ spatial 

structures, including IG waves. A synthetic field is analyzed using this method to determine its 

accuracy for data of a single vertical mode. The wave class spectra diagnosed using this method 

successfully match the correct dispersion curves even if the incorrect depth is chosen for the 

spatial decomposition. In the case of more than one depth scale, waves with varying equivalent 

depth may be similarly identified using the dispersion curves. 

The primary vertical mode is the 200 m equivalent depth mode, which is that of the peak 

projection response. A distinct spectral power peak along the Kelvin wave dispersion curve for 

this value validates our choice of equivalent depth, although the possibility of depth varying with 

time and height is explored. The wave class spectra diagnosed assuming this depth scale mostly 



 x 

match their expected dispersion curves, showing that this method successfully partitions the 

wave spectra by calculating wave amplitudes in physical space. This is particularly striking 

because the time evolution, and therefore the frequency characteristics, is determined simply by 

a timeseries of independently-diagnosed instantaneous horizontal fields. We use the wave fields 

diagnosed by this method to study wave evolution in the context of the stratospheric QBO of 

zonal wind, confirming the continuous evolution of the selection mechanism for equatorial 

waves in the middle atmosphere. The amplitude cycle synchronized with the background zonal 

wind as predicted by QBO theory is present in the wave class fields even though the dynamics 

are not forced by the method itself. We have additionally identified a time-evolution of the zonal 

wavenumber spectrum responsible for the amplitude variability in physical space. Similar to the 

temporal characteristics, the vertical structures are also the result of a simple height cross-section 

through multiple independently-diagnosed levels.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Motivation 

 Equatorial waves constitute a large portion of the variability in the tropics and are 

fundamental to tropical dynamics and weather systems with respect to phenomena such as the 

Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO), stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of zonal wind, 

the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the ocean and atmosphere, and convective events. 

The study of equatorial waves has been extensive following the seminal analysis of wave 

solutions to an equatorial shallow water system on a β-plane by Matsuno (1966), along with the 

discovery of more exotic wave solutions including the atmospheric, equatorially-trapped Kelvin 

mode (observed by Wallace and Kousky, 1968) and mixed Rossby-gravity mode (observed by 

Yanai and Maruyama, 1966; Maruyama and Yanai, 1967). A broad spectrum of these vertically-

propagating waves was accredited with driving the QBO through wave-mean flow interaction at 

a critical level (Eliassen and Palm, 1960; Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Holton and Lindzen, 1972). 

These waves are studied for their coupling to convection (e.g. Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Straub 

and Kiladis, 2003; Kiladis et al, 2009) and as a source of momentum and mass transport into the 

stratosphere and meridionally (e.g., Baldwin and Tung, 1994; Choi et al, 2002; Giorgetta et al, 

2002, 2006; Kawatani et al, 2010). Wave structures, especially the Kelvin and Rossby waves, are 

observed in relation to the MJO, and it remains a challenge to determine their role in the MJO 

mechanism (Zhang, 2005; Dias et al, 2013a). 

The tropical atmosphere plays a large role in low-frequency variability around the planet 

through a myriad of teleconnections. In the troposphere, the MJO is the dominant mode of 

variability at intraseasonal scales and affects rainfall, winds, and tropical cyclogenesis 
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throughout the tropics and mid-latitudes (see Zhang, 2005). It is well-known that El Niño and the 

accompanying Southern Oscillation in the atmosphere affect interannual climate variability in 

many parts of the world similarly to the MJO, including modulation of the stratospheric polar 

vortex (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008). The stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of 

mean zonal winds also has influences in the extratropics (see Baldwin et al, 2001), and its 

secondary meridional circulation has been shown to affect the potency and frequency of cold air 

outbreaks in the NH troposphere (Yu et al, 2014). An understanding of the development and 

maintenance of these oscillations, which are mostly driven by equatorial waves, is critical for 

long-range and climate forecasting. The identification of equatorial waves in data as a point to 

study their interactions with the environment that controls much of long-term variability in the 

global atmosphere is therefore an important step towards better climate and weather prediction. 

 Since the advent of satellite observations, detection of equatorial waves and their 

connections to convection and other phenomena have been extensively studied. Historically, 

research is done within the framework of the shallow water system (i.e. Matsuno, 1966). There is 

a distinct disconnect between assumptions of shallow water and the real atmosphere, in particular 

that the shallow water system is representative of the deepest, barotropic mode, while vertically-

propagating waves are assuredly baroclinic in nature (Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999). However, 

studies frequently impose properties of the shallow water solutions from Matsuno (1966) on 

data, and previous research indicates that the shallow water structures apply surprisingly well to 

waves analyzed in atmospheric data in both physical and spectral space. Lindzen (1967) 

extended Matsuno’s analysis to a full three-dimensional system and solved for vertical structure 

functions, where the so-called equivalent depth parameter appeared as the vertical eigennumber. 

Some studies have avoided these assumptions by using EOF analysis to diagnose equatorial 
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wave structures (e.g., Fraedrich et al, 1997), although defining EOF modes as particular wave 

classes invariably requires the use of some framework to name the corresponding wave and 

mode. Because the shallow water framework assumes only horizontal propagation, an EOF 

analysis may be pertinent to diagnosing baroclinic modes (Edwards and Seim, 2008). 

There are two popular groups of methods that employ the shallow water framework to 

study equatorial waves, which may be spectral or physical depending on which wave properties 

are used to decompose the data. Spectral analysis techniques (e.g. Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; 

Tindall et al, 2006a) are statistical diagnoses of the average wave properties in a dataset, through 

which instantaneous fields may be retrieved by filtering the spectral space into individual wave 

classes based on their dispersion relations. This filtering is justified by the existence of 

significant signals matching those dispersion relations in the perturbation spectrum even for 

windows with a bandwidth of several months. The evolution of instantaneous wave fields 

diagnosed in this manner implicitly derives its spectral properties from the space and time scales 

chosen through the filter, which presupposes that the spectral characteristics closely match the 

dispersion curve for a static range of equivalent depths. However, if waves experienced an 

evolution in their intrinsic equivalent depth, their structures would be changed accordingly (Dias 

et al, 2013b). 

Instead of assuming the spectral characteristics and finding a spatial structure through use 

of a spectral filter, the physical methods assume the horizontal structure as determined by 

Matsuno (1966) and can be more precisely described as meridional mode decomposition. By its 

nature, this type of method lends itself more to instantaneous diagnosis of the wave field than the 

spectral methods and uses the timeseries generated from consecutive instantaneous fields to 

glean meaningful information regarding frequency spectra and propagation characteristics. The 
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horizontal structures of equatorial waves are formed using parabolic cylinder functions (PCFs) in 

the meridional direction, which are an orthogonal basis set whose projections onto equatorial 

data may be attributed to wave signals (see Yang et al, 2003). However, the mathematical system 

is not closed, as there are more waves constructed from a subset of PCFs than there are PCFs in 

that subset. Yang et al (2003) suggested closing the system by removing inertia-gravity wave 

classes through a temporal low-pass filter (see Fig 1). 

Instantaneous fields are an integral part of research on equatorial waves for a number of 

reasons. These waves are convectively-coupled (e.g. Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Wheeler et al, 

2000; Kiladis et al, 2009) and therefore are continuously generated in the troposphere by 

convection at a spectrum of time and length scales before propagating into the stratosphere. 

Notably, the frequency spectrum of these waves is modified from the original forcing spectrum 

(Holton, 1973; Garcia and Salby, 1987). Waves with a particular vertical structure matching the 

natural harmonics of the troposphere (i.e. Lamb modes) could be selectively generated through 

the so-called “projection response” (Salby and Garcia, 1987). To study the interaction of 

continuously-evolving phenomena and equatorial waves, it is important to diagnose the 

equatorial wave fields instantaneously to observe their mutual evolution with the environment. 

Because the spectral properties of stratospheric waves have undoubtedly evolved from their 

values at genesis, diagnosing the full spectrum would bypass the need for spectral filters to 

retrieve instantaneous fields. 

We suggest that an ideal wave decomposition method would produce instantaneous fields 

for the entire wave spectrum without the need for a spectral filter. We are most interested in 

diagnosing instantaneous wave fields so that we may observe the evolution of waves with only 

the dataset’s timestep as a temporal constraint. This is particularly useful for interactions 
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between waves and phenomena which themselves evolve in time, especially the QBO and MJO, 

and the evolution of wave structure itself as the waves are continuously generated and propagate 

through variable background states. Equatorial wave spectra have been studied in the 

troposphere, but the effects and evolution of individual waves remains a point of study. We 

assume the spectral properties of a wave class closely match its theoretical dispersion relation, 

but we note that the spectrum could be more exotic at its origin or through its coupling with 

convection, in which case a spectral filter could excise meaningful signal. Thus, a method that 

could decompose a full wavenumber-frequency spectrum into all suitable wave classes and 

produce instantaneous wave fields without prescription of any spatial or temporal scale could be 

a powerful tool for wave analysis in the tropics. 

 

1.2 Goals 

We propose a generalization of the meridional mode decomposition method to include 

the entire wave spectrum; as such, our method should not call for prescription of spatial or 

temporal scales in physical or spectral space. In developing a methodology of this scope, we will 

test for robustness in three ways: mathematical, spectral, and physical. First, we require that any 

system the data is assumed to mimic whose solutions are the wave structures desired must have 

proof of the existence of those solutions available mathematically. That is, we must develop a 

formulation such that solutions for the wave fields exist universally in our domain. Second, the 

wave classes’ spectral properties should exemplify that of the dispersion relations. In confirming 

this behavior, we show that spectral characteristics inherently exist in the data because the 

frequency spectrum is obtained only from analysis of a timeseries of independently-diagnosed 

instantaneous wave fields. Similarly, vertical structures observed in the results are a product of 
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fields diagnosed at multiple levels rather than from a vertical decomposition. The wavenumber-

frequency spectrum will also allow us to ascertain whether or not the majority of signal is truly 

that of the wave class, in case non-wave signals that are also formed from a subset of PCFs are 

incorrectly attributed to waves. Lastly, the wave fields should both agree with observations of 

wave structures and evolve as expected with respect to their background. For example, in the 

equatorial stratosphere the wave fields should accurately portray the theoretical interaction of 

those waves with the background QBO through critical level effects. Any likewise modulation of 

wave structure by the background state should be retained from the raw data, through the 

application of the methodology, and into the diagnosed wave fields. 

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a discussion of equatorial waves by 

a derivation of their solutions in the shallow water framework as well as observations and 

notable features of individual wave classes. The third chapter details the formulation of the new 

method for expansion of an instantaneous flow field into the wave classes. Also, a synthetic data 

analysis is performed as a first step toward validating the methodology’s ability to accurate 

partition fields into individual waves. Chapter 4 serves to validate the accuracy of the wave class 

field results on a single horizontal pressure level in spectral and physical space as part of our 

requirement for robustness of the methodology. Similarly, Chapter 5 expands the results of 

Chapter 4 to multiple vertical levels. In both of these chapters, a discussion on the equivalent 

depth scale(s) present in the data is also given to the point of a more accurate equatorial wave 

expansion. Finally, the sixth chapter will summarize the method and results and expand on future 

work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

A REVIEW OF EQUATORIAL WAVES: THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS 
 

2.1 Waves in the Equatorial Beta-Plane 

 This derivation of wave solutions for an equatorial shallow water system on a β-plane 

will mainly follow from Matsuno (1966). We begin with the shallow water equations linearized 

about a basic state at rest, where the planetary vorticity is expanded as f = f0 + βy. Since we are 

interested in a system centered around the equator, the basic state planetary vorticity f0 = 0, and 

the equations of motion for perturbation velocity and geopotential height per unit density are 

 ∂u

∂t
− βyv +

∂φ

∂x
= 0, (2.1) 

 ∂v

∂t
+ βyu +

∂φ

∂y
= 0 , (2.2) 

 ∂φ

∂t
+ c

2
∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y

 

 
 

 

 
 = 0 , (2.3) 

where c = gh  is the dry gravity wave phase speed as a function of (equivalent) depth h. For 

convenience, we eliminate u and φ to obtain a single differential equation in v. 

 ∂ 3

∂t 3
− c 2∇2

∂

∂t
− βc 2

∂

∂x
+ β2y 2

∂

∂t

 

 
 

 

 
 v = 0  (2.4) 

Our equatorially-trapped waves will have solutions that are wavelike in time and the 

zonal direction with an unknown but separable meridional structure: 

 (u,v,φ) = ( ˆ u , ˆ v , ˆ φ )ψ(y)e
i(kx−ωt ) (2.5) 

When we assume this solution, (2.4) becomes a differential equation for the meridional structure 

ψ(y), given by 
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iω 3 − iωc 2k 2 + iωc 2

∂ 2

∂y 2
− iβc 2k − iωβ2y 2

 

 
 

 

 
 ψ = 0 . (2.6) 

Simplifying (2.6) yields 

 ∂ 2ψ

∂y 2
+
ω 2

c
2
− k 2 −

βk

ω
−
β2

c
2
y
2

 

 
 

 

 
 ψ = 0. (2.7) 

This differential equation has a set of solutions, which are in a class of functions called parabolic 

cylinder functions (PCFs). They are of the form 

 ψn = ˆ ψ e−(y / y0 )
2

Hn (y) , (2.8) 

where y
0
= 2c /β  is the equatorial Rossby radius (sometimes called the trapping scale), Hn(y) is 

the n-th Hermite polynomial, and 

 
n =

1

2

ω 2

c
2
− k 2 −

βk

ω

 

 
 

 

 
 
c

β
−
1

2
. (2.9) 

Equation 2.8 describes the meridional structure of the wave fields of equatorially-trapped 

waves in this system. We therefore require that ψn (y) is bounded in the meridional direction, 

that is, ψ →0  as y →∞ . These boundary conditions fix n, the order of the Hermite polynomial, 

to be a positive integer or zero. Therefore, we can obtain a dispersion relation from (2.9), given 

that n = 0, 1, 2, …: 

 ω 2

c
2
− k 2 −

βk

ω
= (2n +1)

β

c
. (2.10) 

The dispersion relation is a cubic function of ω, meaning that for each mode number n there are 

three wave classes allowed, one for each root of (2.10) that acts as a dispersion relation itself. 

Some roots will be discarded due to our choice of boundary conditions. Figure 2.1 is a dispersion 

diagram for the first few modes of the equatorial wave spectrum. More attention is given to 

individual wave class dispersion characteristics later in this chapter. 
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Figure 2.1: Dispersion curves for equatorially-trapped waves as derived from the equatorial 

shallow water system on a β-plane. The axes are non-dimensional wavenumber (abscissa) and 

frequency (ordinate). 

 

 

Figure 2.2 is a plot of the first six meridional structure functions. The set of PCFs forms 

an orthogonal basis in the equatorial domain because (2.7) is of Sturm-Liouville form. 

Alternatively, with the correct choice of weighting functions, the PCFs are an orthonormal basis 

as well. Note that the order number n is equal to the number of zeroes of ψ
n
 for y < y

0
. 

Therefore, even mode numbers are symmetric about the equator, and odd mode numbers are 

anti-symmetric. There are two important recursion relations for the PCFs that are useful in 

deriving the dynamical fields: 

 
yψn =

n

2
ψn−1 +

n +1

2
ψn+1 (2.11) 
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Figure 2.2: The first six parabolic cylinder functions (PCFs) as a function of latitude. 

 

 

 ∂ψn

∂y
=

n

2
ψn−1 −

n +1

2
ψn+1 (2.12) 

 

 The meridional velocity field for a wave of mode n is simply 

 v =ψ
n
e
i(kx−ωt ) . (2.13) 

To determine the form of the zonal velocity field, we may eliminate φ using (2.1) and (2.3): 

 ∂ 2

∂t 2
− c 2

∂ 2

∂x 2
 

 
 

 

 
 u = βy

∂

∂t
+ c

2
∂ 2

∂x∂y

 

 
 

 

 
 v . (2.14) 

Assuming the solutions (2.5) and substituting (2.13) for v, we get 

 
c
2
k
2 −ω 2( )u = −iωβyψn + ikc 2

∂ψn

∂y

 

 
 

 

 
 e

i(kx−ωt )
. (2.15) 

Using the recursion relations (2.11) and (2.12), 

n =   0          1      2     3    4   5 
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c
2
k
2 −ω 2( )u = −iωβ

n

2
+ ikc 2

n

2

 

 
 

 

 
 ψ

n−1 + −iωβ
n +1

2
− ikc 2

n +1

2

 

 
 

 

 
 ψ

n+1

 

 
  

 

 
  e

i(kx−ωt )  

 
c
2
k
2 −ω 2( )u =

i

2
−ωβ+ kc 2( ) 2nψn−1 + −ωβ − kc 2( ) 2(n +1)ψn+1( )e i(kx−ωt ) (2.16) 

Similarly, we may find the geopotential height field by eliminating u in (2.1) and (2.3) and 

applying the solutions: 

 ∂ 2

∂t 2
− c 2

∂ 2

∂x 2
 

 
 

 

 
 φ = −c 2 βy

∂

∂x
+
∂ 2

∂y∂t

 

 
 

 

 
 v   

 
c
2
k
2 −ω 2( )φ = −c 2 ikβyψn − iω

∂ψn

∂y

 

 
 

 

 
 e

i(kx−ωt )
  

 
c
2
k
2 −ω 2( )φ = −c 2

i

2
kβ −ω( ) 2nψn−1 + (kβ+ω) 2(n +1)ψn+1( )e i(kx−ωt ) (2.17) 

For simplicity, in future sections we will refer to these structures using their non-

dimensional forms. By rewriting the units of time and length as 

 T[ ] = βc
−1

 and L[ ] = c /β , (2.18) 

the dispersion relation (2.10) for non-dimensional frequency ω and zonal wavenumber k and 

non-dimensional u and φ fields (2.16) and (2.17) become 

 
ω 2

− k
2
−
k

ω
= 2n +1, (2.19) 

 
u =

i

2

2(n +1)

ω − k
ψ

n+1 +
2n

ω + k
ψ

n−1

 

 
 

 

 
 e i(kx−ωt ), (2.20) 

 
φ =

i

2

2(n +1)

ω − k
ψ

n+1 −
2n

ω + k
ψ

n−1

 

 
 

 

 
 e i(kx−ωt ). (2.21) 

The non-dimensional meridional velocity field is unchanged from the original formulation 

(2.13). 
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 Furthermore, Gill (1980) found solutions of (2.1)–(2.3) following a reformulation of the 

variables u and φ. By rewriting 

 q = φ + u and r = φ − u, (2.22) 

the meridional structures of q and r can be written in terms of a single PCF mode only, similar to 

the v structure (2.13). 

 Matsuno (1966) developed the theory for a general stratified fluid by including the 

hydrostatic (w-momentum for ∂w /∂t ≡ 0) and thermodynamic equations. By eliminating the 

density and vertical motion, one is left with three equations for the horizontal structure of the 

three-dimensional equatorial β-plane that are functionally equivalent to (2.1)–(2.3) for an 

adjusted, “equivalent” depth h. Note then, that observations of the horizontal structure of 

equatorial waves should agree with the above theory despite the assumptions of a shallow water 

system. The equivalent depth h is an eigenvalue of the vertical structure equation, acting as the 

separation constant related to vertical wavenumber m. A general relationship between the 

vertical wavenumber and equivalent depth is given by Kiladis et al (2009): 

 
m =

N
2

gh
−

1

4H
2

 

 
 

 

 
 

1/ 2

, (2.23) 

where H = RT/g is the atmospheric scale height. For a stratified fluid with a rigid lid, there is an 

infinite spectrum of vertical eigenvalues corresponding to equivalent depths, while an unbounded 

atmosphere supports a single Lamb mode with a 10 km equivalent depth (Lindzen, 2003). In the 

dynamical fields, there is a so-called “peak projection response” with an equivalent depth near 

200 m corresponding to motion forced by convection extending throughout the troposphere 

(Silva Dias, 1986; Salby and Garcia, 1987; Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999, Kiladis et al, 2009). 

Observations indicate that the range of equivalent depths for convectively-coupled equatorial 

waves extends from 12 to 50 m. 
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Lindzen (1967) found that the solutions for the vertical structure equation had an 

amplitude equivalent to that of an isothermal basic state, i.e. 

 ˆ u (z) = ρ
0

−1/ 2
e

z / 2H . (2.24) 

The vertical structure is itself sinusoidal, but its spectrum again depends on the choice of upper 

boundary condition.  

  

2.2 Equatorial Wave Classes 

 In this section, we will explore the spectrum of equatorial waves theorized by the general 

dispersion relation (2.10) in the previous section. In general, there are four classes of waves: the 

n = –1 Kelvin wave, the n = 0 mixed Rossby-gravity (MRG) wave, and the n > 0 Rossby and 

inertia-gravity (Poincaré) waves. Here we will visit each wave mode in both theoretical and 

observational aspects. 

 

2.2.1 Kelvin Waves 

 A special solution to (2.1)–(2.3) may be retrieved for zero velocity normal to the 

waveguide, i.e. v ≡ 0. In this case, (2.2) indicates that all perturbation (zonal) velocity is 

geostrophic, so that the wave balances the Coriolis force against the equatorial waveguide. It is 

therefore unphysical for this wave to propagate westward, as geostrophic motions would imply a 

pressure field increasing unboundedly as y →∞ . Because of the similarities to the coastally-

trapped Kelvin wave, the mode arising from consideration of v ≡ 0 is called the equatorial 

Kelvin wave, and its dispersion relation in dimensional form is simply 

 ω = ck , (2.25) 
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical horizontal structure (left) with high (low) pressure shaded red (blue) and 

vertical structure (right) of the equatorial Kelvin wave. 

 

 

which is the shallow water gravity wave dispersion relation. In fact, (2.25) is a solution to (2.10) 

for n = –1, so this wave class is commonly referred to using this mode number. Its horizontal  

structure, following from (2.2) after elimination of u via (2.1), is 

 (u,φ) = ( ˆ u , ˆ φ )e−y
2β / 2c

e
i(kx−ωt )

= ( ˆ u , ˆ φ )ψ
0
e

i(kx−ωt ), (2.26) 

a Gaussian curve across the equator with a trapping scale y
0
= 2c /β . Figure 2.3 is an example 

of this horizontal structure. 

 The Kelvin wave is the only pure gravity wave supported by the shallow water system 

and is the gravest mode, analogous to the atmospheric Lamb wave. It is a surface wave but has a 

vertically-propagating counterpart in a three-dimensional system (e.g. Matsuno, 1966; Lindzen, 

1967) with the same horizontal structure. In practice, the atmospheric Kelvin mode may be made 

up of a spectrum of vertically-propagating internal buoyancy waves with dispersion relation 
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ω =

Nk

k
2
+m

2
 (2.27) 

or ω = Nk /m  in the hydrostatic limit. 

 The first observations of Kelvin waves were made by Wallace and Kousky (1968) based 

on radiosonde data from the equatorial stratosphere. Phase relations between velocities and 

temperature measurements matched the theoretical structure of the Kelvin mode. Figure 2.3 

contains a diagram of a vertical cross-section of an equatorial Kelvin wave that illustrates the 

phase relationship between variables. Along with the discovery of the mixed Rossby-gravity 

mode in observations, the identification of a Kelvin mode in the atmosphere prompted a focus on 

determining the role of the waves in the evolution of the stratospheric QBO as predicted by 

Lindzen and Holton (1968). Because of its simple horizontal structure and spectral properties, 

the Kelvin wave has been easily identifiable in dynamical fields as well as cloud or OLR 

measurements and in spectral space (e.g. Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999). In addition to its suspected 

role as a precursor to El Niño events in the ocean (Yang and Hoskins, 2013), the Kelvin wave 

has also been linked to the MJO through its dynamical field structure, (Zhang, 2005), although 

the MJO was found to propagate at a much slower speed than observations of Kelvin waves. In 

general, the Kelvin mode is found to be dominated by small zonal wavenumbers k ≤ 4 with 

phase speeds around 15 m/s for convectively-coupled waves or as large as 43 m/s for the dry, 

gravest modes (Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Baldwin et al, 2001; Yang et al, 2003). 

 

2.2.2. Mixed Rossby-Gravity Waves 

 Roots of (2.10) for n = 0 are the following: 

 ω = −ck  (2.28) 
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical horizontal structure (left) with high (low) pressure shaded red (blue) and 

vertical structure (right) of the mixed Rossby-gravity wave. 

 

 

 ω 2 − ckω − βc = 0  (2.29) 

The first root (2.28) is a westward-propagating Kelvin wave. Our discussion in Section 2.2.1 

determined that this wave is unphysical, therefore we discard the root. The second root (2.29) has 

a peculiar behavior in that it acts as two types of waves. Consider a rearranged form of (2.29): 

 
ck =ω −

βc

ω
 (2.30) 

For large ω, the dispersion relation simplifies as ω = ck , the gravity wave dispersion relation. 

However for small ω, (2.30) simplifies as ω = −β /k , which is the Rossby wave dispersion 

relation. Figure 2.1 indicates that there is no spectral gap in the dispersion curve, so this is a 

single wave class that exhibits properties of both gravity and Rossby waves, called the mixed 

Rossby-gravity or Yanai mode. The meridional velocity field of this wave is Gaussian across the 
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equator (ψ
0
), and its zonal velocity and geopotential height fields are antisymmetric (ψ

1
). Figure 

2.4 gives an example of the MRG structure. 

 The MRG wave was discovered in observations by Yanai and Maruyama (1966) and 

Maruyama and Yanai (1967) using upper-air station data. As opposed to the Kelvin wave, the 

MRG wave is characterized by dominant meridional flow. It can propagate both eastward and 

westward, although it was traditionally thought to be the primary momentum source for the 

easterly QBO phase only (Lindzen and Holton, 1968). The MRG mode is also dominated by 

wavenumbers k ≤ 4  (Baldwin et al, 2001). 

 

2.2.3. Rossby Waves 

 For n > 0, all three roots of the equatorial dispersion relation (2.10) correspond to 

physical waves. If we take (2.10) in the small frequency limit, we get 

 
ω ≈

−βk

(k
2
+ (2n +1)β /c)

, (2.31) 

which identifies as a Rossby wave dispersion relation. This westward-propagating equatorial 

Rossby mode is characterized by wind and pressure fields primarily adhering to the geostrophic 

relationship except near the equator where the Coriolis parameter vanishes (Matsuno, 1966). 

 These waves have a spectrum inhabiting the reddest corner of the wavenumber-frequency 

domain of westward-propagating waves. The non-dimensional dispersion relation indicates that 

the phase speed of the mode n equatorial Rossby wave is c = − gh /(2n +1) , meaning that even 

the fastest Rossby wave propagates at one-third the speed of a Kelvin wave. For the first 

baroclinic mode in the Pacific (c ≈ 2.8  m/s), the n = 1 speed is about 0.9 m/s, and for the peak 

projection response in the atmosphere, the speed is nearly 15 m/s. At this speed, an atmospheric 

Rossby wave would require about a month to circle the equator. Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) 
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identified an n = 1 equatorial Rossby wave with wavenumber 6 dominating off-equator regions 

in the western Pacific. Here, they found the Rossby wave to explain more variance than the 

Kelvin wave and a similar amount to that of the MJO signal. 

 As a counterpart to the Kelvin wave, the equatorial Rossby wave is thought to be a 

precursor for La Niña events in the ocean (Yang and Hoskins, 2013). Additionally, equatorial 

Rossby wave structures have been identified in convection associated with the MJO and are 

believed to be required for producing a realistic MJO in models by coupling to the Kelvin mode 

and suppressing its growth (Zhang, 2005). In fact, the slow eastward propagation speed of the 

MJO may be due to the resulting coupled Rossby-Kelvin waves. 

 

2.2.4 Inertia-Gravity Waves 

 The final class of equatorially-trapped waves is a pair of eastward- and westward-

propagating inertia-gravity (IG) waves with a dispersion relation found by taking (2.10) at the 

large frequency limit: 

 ω 2 ≈ (2n +1)βc − k 2c 2  (2.32) 

At large wavenumber, this wave acts as a pure gravity wave, and at small wavenumber, the 

inertial forces dominate. Note that this dispersion relation is equivalent to that of Poincaré waves, 

and they are sometimes referred to as such. 

 Inertia-gravity waves are generally shortwaves in the time and space domains, with 

periods of less than three days and a wide range of observed wavelengths from 1000 to 10,000 

km (Bergman and Salby, 1994; Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Baldwin et al, 2001). However, their 

phase speed does not generally exceed that of the Kelvin wave except for higher mode number n. 

It has long been known that the Kelvin and MRG waves are insufficient to drive a realistic QBO 
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(Lindzen and Tsay, 1975) because gravity waves contribute as much as 60% of the momentum 

flux in the tropical middle atmosphere (Bergman and Salby, 1994; Alexander and Holton, 1997; 

Dunkerton, 1997). As such, inertia-gravity wave activity mutually evolves with the QBO 

(Baldwin et al, 2001). Mesoscale IG waves are estimated to contribute up to 20% of the 

momentum flux needed for QBO acceleration (Pfister et al, 1993; Dunkerton, 1997), although 

these waves are frequently sub-grid scale and require parameterization in models. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE METHOD FOR EQUATORIAL WAVE EXPANSION OF 

INSTANTANEOUS FLOWS 
 

3.1 Mathematical Formulation 

 Wave solutions of the shallow water system on an equatorial β-plane as in Chapter 2 

indicate that fields of wind and geopotential height have a meridional structure that is 

constructed from the set of PCFs ψn (y)  (Eq. 2.8). The wavenumber-frequency spectra of the 

individual PCFs matches closely with the dispersion curves of linear shallow water waves that 

project onto those PCFs (Gehne and Kleeman, 2012). Here, we will focus on the geopotential 

height structure only. Define a wave class as the sum of all zonal Fourier modes in which 

wavenumber k and frequency ω are related by a root of the equatorial dispersion relation (2.10). 

Recall that there may be at most three wave classes for each mode number n. For simplicity, the 

following derivations will be performed using the non-dimensional forms of the dispersion 

relation and wave structures, although use of the dimensional forms is also acceptable. Given the 

geopotential height structure as (2.21), we write the wave field of a particular wave class as 

 
′ φ n (x,y,t) =

i

2
Cn (k,t)e

i(kx−ωt )
An (k)ψn+1(y) + Bn (k)ψn−1(y)[ ]

k

∑ . (3.1) 

Here we have allowed the amplitude Cn to vary in wavenumber as well as time. The PCF 

coefficients in (3.1), 

 
A
n
(k) =

2(n +1)

ω − k
 and B

n
(k) = −

2n

ω + k
,  (3.2) 

follow from (2.21). Because we have required that k and ω are related through (2.10) for any 

wave class, A
n
 and B

n
 may be written strictly as a function of k for a given mode n. 

Additionally, we define the wave class amplitude as 
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α
n
(k, t) =

i

2
C
n
(k, t)e

− iωt , (3.3) 

which is the target to be diagnosed by this method. By including the temporal eigenmode e−iωt  in 

the amplitude, our diagnosis of the time evolution of the waves is yielded purely from the data 

instead of from a timescale that we have chosen. 

 Special consideration must be given to the n = –1 Kelvin and n = 0 MRG waves, which 

according to the general structure function (3.1) should project onto PCFs with negative mode 

number. Our meridional boundary conditions require that the Hermite mode number is a non-

negative integer, therefore any terms with ψ
n
 for n < 0 are deleted. For the MRG structure, Bn is 

zero because n = 0, explicitly removing the term with ψ−1. Recall that the Kelvin wave structure 

is Gaussian across the equator. To be consistent with the structures for other waves, we define 

the constants AKelvin = 1 and BKelvin = 0 to yield the expected Gaussian. 

 We write the total wave field as a simple sum of all wave classes (3.1) and disregard non-

linear interactions between waves: 

 ′ φ (x,y,t) = αn Anψn+1 + Bnψn−1[ ]
n

∑ e
ikx

k

∑  (3.4) 

Because the PCF coefficients An and Bn are functions of k, it is necessary to work in the 

wavenumber domain by transforming the raw wave field data from physical to zonal 

wavenumber space through a Fourier transform. This way, the spectrum has an associated value 

for k for a given eigenmode so that we may calculate the PCF coefficients and proceed to find 

the wave amplitude αn. By reversing the order of summation in (3.4), it becomes clear that the 

amplitude of the k-th zonal eigenmode is given by the transform variable ˆ φ  below, which results 

from the applied Fourier transform. 
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 ˆ φ (x,y,t) = αn Anψn+1
+ Bnψn−1[ ]

n

∑  (3.5) 

 The set of PCFs, {ψn (y)}, is an orthogonal basis set for the meridional dimension in a 

domain centered around the equator. In a mathematical sense, it is always possible to write an 

equatorial dataset as a weighted sum of the PCFs, although there may not necessarily be a valid 

physical interpretation. In the zonal dimension, we may write the field as a truncated discrete 

Fourier series, so that the perturbation geopotential height field is 

 ′ φ (x,y,t) = χn (k,t)ψne
ikx

n

∑
k

∑ , (3.6) 

where the amplitude χ
n
(k, t)  is the product of the meridional and zonal eigenmode amplitudes. It 

must vary in time as the data does since neither the PCFs nor the Fourier eigenfunctions do. Note 

then, that as with the wave class amplitude αn, any temporal variability in the data will be present 

in the timeseries of χn without prescription of a timescale. As with (3.4) above, an equation for 

the transform variable follows from (3.6): 

 ˆ φ (k,y,t) = χnψn

n

∑ , (3.7) 

 The set of amplitudes {χn} may be calculated for any instantaneous time and 

wavenumber, simply by projecting the PCFs onto the zonal Fourier transform of the dataset. 

Take Y to be an N × M  matrix, where M is the number of meridional modes desired to be 

projected upon and N is the number of latitudes in the domain. Then (3.7) may be written as 

 
  
Y
 
χ =
 
φ  (3.8) 

for any wavenumber k and time t. The j-th column of Y contains the values of ψ j  sampled at the 

latitudes in the domain, and the i-th element of   
 
χ  and 

  

 
φ  are χ

i
(k, t)  and ˆ φ (k,i,t) , respectively. In 
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general, M will be less than N, in which case (3.8) is overdetermined and must be solved as a 

least squares problem by finding the solution   
 
χ  to the normal equations, 

 
  

 
χ = (YT

Y)
−1
Y
T
 
φ , (3.9) 

where (Y
T
Y)

–1
 is sometimes called the pseudo-inverse of Y. Because the columns of Y are 

orthogonal (Y is full rank), Y
T
Y will be diagonal, and the pseudo-inverse of Y is therefore 

guaranteed to exist. We are thus able to find the amplitudes {χn} for every wavenumber and 

instantaneous time independently. 

 If a mapping from χn to αn could be found, then the wave class amplitudes could be 

diagnosed instantaneously as well. Equations (3.5) and (3.7) both represent the same 

geopotential height wave field in the wavenumber-time domain, except that (3.5) was 

constructed from the physical assumption that a spectrum of waves superimposes to produce the 

field and (3.7) follows mathematically from the fact that the PCFs are a basis set around the 

equator. The two systems are equivalent, and following from the orthogonality of the PCFs, the 

coefficient of the n-th PCF in (3.5) must be equal to that in (3.7), which yields a third system of 

equations relating the coefficients: 

  α
n
A
n
ψ

n+1 + Bn
ψ

n−1[ ]
n

∑ = χ
n
ψ

n

n

∑   

   (α−1A−1 +α1B1)ψ0
+ (α

0
A
0
+α

2
B
2
)ψ

1
+… = χ

0
ψ
0
+ χ

1
ψ
1
+…  

 

  

α−1A−1 +α
1
B
1

= χ
0

α
0
A
0

+α
2
B
2

= χ
1

α
1
A
1
+α

3
B
3

= χ
2



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 (3.10) 

In finding the general solution (3.10), we have set B−1 = B0 = 0 so there is no contribution from 

PCFs of mode n < 0. For the applied case, we justify this choice using the geopotential height  
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Table 2.1: A list of equatorial waves by which PCF modes their geopotential height structure 

projects onto, according to (3.1), separated by propagation direction. The total number of waves 

fully represented by the selected subset of PCFs is given by the number of bold waves. Those 

waves that cannot be fully represented by the selected subset of PCFs are in parentheses. Note 

that one eastward-propagating and two westward-propagating waves are added for each PCF 

introduced. 

 

PCF mode number Eastward-propagating Westward-propagating 

0 Kelvin, EIG1 WIG1, R1 

1 EMRG, EIG2 WMRG, WIG2, R2 

2 EIG1, (EIG3) WIG1, R1, (WIG3), (R3) 

3 EIG2, (EIG4) WIG2, R2, (WIG4), (R4) 

 

 

structures of the Kelvin and MRG modes and that they project only onto ψ
0
 and ψ

1
, respectively, 

and not onto ψ
n−1. 

 We write (3.10) in matrix form for simplicity and to determine the availability of a 

solution {α
n
(k,t)}. 

 

  

A−1 0 B
1

0 0

0 A
0

0 B
2

0

0 0 A
1

0 

0 0 0 A
2

0

0 0 0 0 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

P

           

α−1

α
0

α
1

α
2



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

=

χ
0

χ
1

χ
2

χ
3



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(3.11) 

We refer to the matrix P as the partition matrix, because it determines how the amplitudes of the 

PCFs (the χ-vector) are split amongst the wave class amplitudes (the α-vector). As it is written, 

P is in row echelon form, which means if it is square, then it is invertible, and a unique solution 

  
 
α  is guaranteed to exist. For P to be square, it is required that the number of wave classes 

desired and the number of PCFs needed to construct them are equal, that is 
  

 
χ  and   

 
α  are of the 

same dimension. 

 Table 2.1 lists the equatorial wave classes by which PCFs their geopotential height 

structures project onto for the first four meridional modes. Since we have listed them by 
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propagation direction as well, we must split the MRG and inertia-gravity modes into eastward- 

and westward-propagating components using the prefixes “E” and “W,” respectively (note that 

the EMRG is also referred to as the EIG0 wave). We call waves whose entire structure may be 

represented by the PCFs listed “countable,” and they are bolded in the table (only one listing is 

bolded per wave class so those that project onto multiple PCFs are not doubly counted). Waves 

in parentheses are “under-represented” in that one of the PCFs they project onto is not shown. In 

general, we will neglect under-represented waves in this method because we cannot fully 

reconstruct their wave field without projecting onto all relevant PCFs. If we project onto 

increasingly higher-order PCFs until their signals become sufficiently small, then we will have in 

effect closed the system and under-represented waves whose structures are not totally accounted 

for will have a negligible effect on the signal of the countable waves. 

 Note that for any particular mode, several wave class signals may make up the projection 

of the data onto that PCF, if each wave is present in the dataset. Because there is more than one 

countable wave introduced with each new meridional mode, the partition matrix in (3.11) is not 

invertible, and a solution cannot be found without additional information. This is the non-

orthogonality of equatorial waves, that despite the PCFs being orthogonal to one another, the 

equatorial waves are not necessarily orthogonal because many of them project onto the same 

meridional modes. Space-time filtering may be used to remove the spectrum of inertia-gravity 

waves, avoiding the mixing of signals (Yang et al, 2003). 

 By splitting the wave classes into two groups based on their propagation direction as 

shown in Table 2.1, we find that if we disregard the presence of under-represented waves, there 

is one eastward-propagating wave class introduced for each new meridional mode. This is the 

condition for invertibility of P in (3.11), meaning that we will be able to invariably find a 
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solution 
  

 
α 
E
 containing the wave class amplitudes for all eastward-propagating waves for each 

wavenumber and every instantaneous time: 

 

  

α
Kelvin

α
EMRG

α
EIG1

α
EIG2



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

=

A
Kelvin

0 B
EIG1

0 0

0 A
EMRG

0 B
EIG2

0

0 0 A
EIG1

0 

0 0 0 A
EIG2

0

0 0 0 0 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

P
E

               

−1
χ
0

χ
1

χ
2

χ
3



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E

 
(3.12) 

The subscript E on 
  

 
χ 
E

 indicates that χ
n
 is the projection of only the eastward-propagating signal 

in the geopotential height data onto ψ
n
. 

 In the westward-propagating case, we find that for each meridional mode n > 1, there are 

two countable waves introduced. Then, 
  

 
χ 
W

 and 
  

 
α 
W

 will not have the same dimension, except in 

the special case where only the first three meridional modes are considered. In all other cases, 

PW, the partition matrix containing only the PCF coefficients of the westward-propagating wave 

classes, is not invertible, and a unique solution 
  

 
α 
W

 does not exist. 

 

  

0 B
WIG1

B
R1

0 0 0

A
WMRG

0 0 B
WIG2

B
R2

0

0 A
WIG1

A
R1

0 0 

0 0 0 A
WIG2

A
R2

0

0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

P
W

                 

α
WMRG

α
WIG1

α
R1

α
WIG2

α
R2



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

χ
0

χ
1

χ
2

χ
3



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
W

 (3.13) 

To ensure that we find a unique solution 
  

 
α 
W

 for any number of meridional modes, we will need 

an extra dim(
  

 
χ 
W

) – 3 constraints, where dim(
  

 
χ 
W

) is the dimension of (number of rows in) 
  

 
χ 
W

. 

 The independent information we use to act as a constraint for the westward-propagating 

case comes from the meridional velocity field. One obvious option for constraining the wave 

class amplitudes is to invoke the geostrophic relation between meridional wind and geopotential 
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height because this relationship exists for the Rossby wave but not for the inertia-gravity wave 

(Matsuno, 1966). However, this relationship should hold only for small wavenumber, making it a 

poor assumption for the entire wavenumber spectrum. Additionally, recall that this relationship 

breaks down at the equator due to vanishing Coriolis parameter. Therefore, this constraint is only 

sufficient for constraining antisymmetric (mode n even) Rossby wave fields for small 

wavenumber, at best. 

Instead, we will attempt to use the entire v wave field to constrain the wave class 

amplitudes. As with ′ φ , ′ v  is the weighted sum of the theoretical wave field structure (2.13) of all 

equatorial wave modes. 

 ′ v (x,y,t) = χn

v
(k,t)ψne

ikx

k

∑
n

∑  (3.14) 

For a given Fourier mode, 

 ˆ v (k, y,t) = χn

v
(k,t)ψn

n

∑  (3.15) 

By projecting the westward-propagating signal in the meridional wind data onto the PCFs, we 

can retrieve the set of PCF amplitudes {χ
n

v}. For any mode n > 0, the PCF amplitude is made up 

of two wave class amplitudes, α
WIGn

v and α
Rn

v , which are assumed to be linearly superimposed. In 

this case, we suggest the simple relationship 

 α
WIGn

v
+α

Rn

v
= χ

n

v . (3.16) 

If we could identify the phase relationship between v and φ, we would have a relationship 

between α
n

v  and α
n
 for any wave class. However, we have already built this relationship into the 

equation for φ (Eq. 2.21) by solving the equations of motion with u eliminated. We can see 

evidence of this by considering that the u and φ fields are out of phase with v, and the structures 
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(2.20) and (2.21) are imaginary for real v because of the i/2 constant. We therefore suggest 

tentatively that 

 α
Rn

α
Rn

v
=
α
WIGn

α
WIGn

v
=1 (3.17) 

and so 

 α
WIGn

+α
Rn
= χ

n

v . (3.18) 

We acknowledge that potentially (3.18) should be rewritten with unknown constant coefficients 

for the wave class amplitudes, although there is no reason to suspect that the coefficients are not 

equal. That is, there is no preference based on the equations of motion for a Rossby wave or an 

inertia-gravity wave to dominate the field except when it comes to the coefficients used to 

determine the meridional structure. For example, WIG waves should have small An for large k so 

that the amplitude will be larger than that of a Rossby wave for that k. In any case, the 

amplitudes should sum together to equal the PCF amplitude for a given mode n. Indeed, the 

results are not sensitive to our choice that the wave class amplitude coefficients in (3.18) are both 

1. 

 We use the meridional velocity PCF amplitudes χ
n

v calculated from projection of ˆ v 
W

 onto 

ψ
n
 as from (3.15) as a set of constraints on (3.13), where each may be added as an extra row to 

PW to make it square. χ
n

v  is related to the geopotential height amplitudes through (3.18). 
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In this formulation, we allow PW to determine the exact relationship between α
WIGn

v and α
Rn

v  

subject to (3.18). The partition matrix has become square, although its invertibility remains to be 

proven because it is not in row echelon form as written in (3.19). We may use row operations to 

make it so while maintaining the satisfactory condition for invertibility, by switching the first 

and second rows. The final remaining requirement for PW to be full rank in row echelon form is 

that B
WIG1

A
R1
≠ B

R1
A
WIG1

 so that the third entry in the third row will be a pivot element. To 

determine if this condition may be universally satisfied within our domain, we use the definitions 

of the PCF coefficients in (3.3) to look for solutions to the condition above: 

 
−

2

ω
WIG1

+ k

2

ω
R1
− k

=
?

−
2

ω
R1
+ k

2

ω
WIG1

− k
  

 ω
WIG1

− k

ω
R1
− k

=
? ω

WIG1
+ k

ω
R1
+ k

  

The equation is satisfied in only two cases. The first is that, for nonzero ωR1, k = 0. The 

wavenumber zero signal is zero in the wave field and may therefore be omitted from the Fourier 

transform space without loss of information. The second is that ω
WIG1

=ω
R1

, which is never the 

case as evident by the equatorial dispersion diagram (Fig. 2.1). Thus, B
WIG1

A
R1
≠ B

R1
A
WIG1

 holds, 

PW may be written as a square row echelon matrix with a guaranteed inverse, and a solution 
  

 
α 
W

 

is obtainable. 

 We have shown that the wave class amplitude α
n
(k, t)  for each wave in the spectrum 

may be diagnosed instantaneously, as long as we are able to split the dataset into two groups 

based on propagation direction of the signal. To divide the data in this fashion, we must first take 

into account the background wind because the wave classes are identified from roots of the 

dispersion relation (2.10), stemming from the assumption of a resting basic state. Nonzero 

background flow alters the dispersion characteristics of waves present in the flow from their 
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expected curves by adjusting the frequency from its intrinsic value (Yang et al, 2003; Dias and 

Kiladis, 2014). In wavenumber-frequency space, for a spectral analysis on ground-relative data, 

an axis indicating intrinsic frequency ω − ku  is a line crossing the origin with slope proportional 

to u . Note that for u = 0 , the intrinsic frequencyω* = 0 line would be horizontal. For positive 

background flow, low-frequency signals in the ground-relative sense may truly be propagating in 

the opposite direction, and the signal would be misattributed if the Doppler shift were not 

accounted for. In addition to erroneous signal allocation, the intrinsic phase speed of waves is 

also skewed, which in turn affects any diagnosis of equivalent depth (Ern et al, 2008). In an 

effort to mitigate the Doppler shift due to background wind in our analysis, we transform the 

data into a flow-relative coordinate system prior to allocation of the signal to a propagation 

regime. The effect of background flow on these waves is not limited to Doppler shifting but may 

be complex and even nonlinear at larger wavenumbers, however at the very least the flow-

relative coordinate system space-time analysis yields a more accurate evaluation of the intrinsic 

phase velocities in the data. 

 The flow-relative data is a reconstruction of the original instantaneous field using its 

translated Fourier transform. 

 ′ φ flow -relative(x, t) = ˆ φ 
k
e
i2πk(x+xshift ( t )) /N

x

k

∑  (3.20) 

Here, Nx is the number of longitudinal points in the dataset. The distance xshift(t) is calculated 

assuming a linearly changing, zonally averaged background flow from one instantaneous time to 

the next, integrated over the timestep, made consistent with the dataset’s zonal grid spacing, and 

averaged over an effective steering band containing the five latitudes centered about the equator 

in the domain. At the initial time, xshift(0) = 0, and for subsequent times, 
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xshift (t) = xshift (t −1) +

1

5

u (y,t) − u (y,t −1)

2
Δt

Nx

2πa
y=−2

2

∑  (3.21) 

Once the flow-relative fields are constructed using (3.20), the space-time spectral analysis yields 

intrinsic dispersion characteristics from which we can partition the spectrum into signal 

propagating eastward and westward with respect to the background wind. A brief comparison of 

the ground-relative and flow-relative spectra can be found later in Fig. 3.2. 

 

3.2 The Equivalent Depth Parameter 

 To utilize the methodology presented in Section 3.1, we require that the equivalent depth 

parameter h be supplied. The equivalent depth will affect both the trapping scale and the 

dimensional frequency and wavenumber through the gravity wave phase speed c. Lindzen (1967) 

showed that it is the eigenvalue of the vertical structures of wave solutions to a three-

dimensional equatorial β-plane. As such, it is related to the vertical wavenumber and the 

background static stability (see Eq. 2.23). 

 A range of values has been found for equivalent depth in the troposphere from data. 

Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) suggest that a value of 12–50 m is a satisfactory assumption for 

convectively-coupled equatorial waves according to spectral peaks in the data. However, the first 

baroclinic mode, with a half-wavelength being the troposphere depth, has a corresponding 

equivalent depth of 200 m. This mode is shown to have significant signal in dynamical fields. 

Yang et al (2003) found that a trapping scale 
  
y
0
= 6

 minimizes error in meridional wind data, 

corresponding to a phase speed c ≈ 20  m/s and equivalent depth h just less than 43 m. Although 

waves with a different trapping scale will project onto higher PCF modes, spectral power leakage 

into these higher modes is least prevalent when using this trapping scale (Gehne and Kleeman, 

2012). However, Dias and Kiladis (2014) found that once Doppler shifting of the waves by the 
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zonal flow is taken into account, the spectral power signals of waves more closely matches an 

equivalent depth of about 25 m. 

 We desire to choose an equivalent depth based on the data using the total field spectra by 

attempting to match dispersion curves with the prominent signals in spectral space. The spectral 

analysis method follows Wheeler and Kiladis (1999). The data is analyzed using a sliding 

Fourier analysis technique, with windowed segments 120 days long in time and a 60-day overlap 

between consecutive segments. The mean and linear trend are removed from each segment. A 

zonal FFT is applied for every time and latitude in the segment, then a temporal FFT is 

performed for every wavenumber and latitude. The wavenumber-frequency spectral power is 

obtained by squaring the complex space-time coefficients, averaging over all segments, and 

summing over all latitudes. 

 

3.2.1 Data 

 Here, we will use the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset (Dee et al, 2011) with four-times 

daily data on a   1.5


×1.5
  horizontal grid for 33 years from January 1, 1979, through December 

31, 2012. This yields an effective bandwidth of 2 cycles per day (cpd) and a maximum effective 

non-dimensional wavenumber of 120. Because we are focusing on equatorial waves, we limit 

our domain meridionally to a latitude band from 15S – 15N, consisting of 21 latitudes. If we 

assume that the deepest modes present in the dataset are those of the peak projection response 

with h = 200 m, the trapping scale is about   17.5
  latitude. However, to avoid as much signal 

from the extratropics as possible, we believe the domain is suitable. 

 The data are retrieved for multiple pressure levels in the stratosphere. The levels are, in 

hPa: 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1. We choose to use the stratosphere as a testbed because 
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Figure 3.1: ERA-Interim zonal mean zonal wind at the equator as a function of time and height. 

The QBO and SAO aloft are easily visible. 

 

 

in the middle atmosphere, the waves are free of coupling with convection. In the troposphere, 

there is notable signal at lower equivalent depth corresponding to convectively-coupled waves as 

seen in OLR and temperature spectra (e.g. Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999, Tindall et al, 2006). The 

climatology of equatorial waves in the stratosphere is tightly correlated with the QBO evolution. 

The knowledge of the dynamic principles in the tropical middle atmosphere will allow us to test 

if our method is accurate by comparing the results to theoretical and observational expectations. 

 Finally, in using the method presented in Section 3.1 we require the geopotential height 

and zonal and meridional wind fields. Although only φ and v are strictly used in calculating the 

wave class amplitudes, we apply u  for the flow-relative transformation and as an index for the 
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Figure 3.2: Base-10 logarithm of wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the original, ground-

relative geopotential height field (left) and transformed flow-relative field (right) at 10 hPa. 

Dispersion curves of the Kelvin, MRG, IG1, and R1 waves for an equivalent depth of 200 m are 

superimposed. 

 

 

local QBO phase. Figure 3.1 is a time-height plot of zonally-averaged zonal wind at the equator 

for the entire time and height domain of our reanalysis dataset. We find that there is a distinct 

QBO from about 70 hPa to 7 hPa with some strong regimes descending to the tropopause (100  

hPa). Above the QBO, the semi-annual oscillation (SAO) is easily seen. 

 

3.2.2. Total Field Spectrum 

The spectrum of the total geopotential height field at the 10 hPa level is shown in Fig. 

3.2. After transforming the original fields (left) into the flow-relative fields (right), we discover a 

spectral power peak corresponding to a Kelvin wave dispersion curve with an equivalent depth h 

= 200 m. The MRG, IG1, and R1 dispersion curves for h = 200 m are also drawn. The Kelvin, 

R1, and EIG1 curves have significant signal matching them, indicating that this choice of 

equivalent depth would be reasonable for application of our method to the 10 hPa level. Recall 

that this value corresponds to the equivalent depth of the first baroclinic mode of the troposphere. 
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 However, we note that there is significant variance not corresponding to any dispersion 

curve drawn, especially in the westward-propagating domain. This could be signal from waves 

with an equivalent depth other than 200 m. Given that changes in background static stability 

must be countered by changes in vertical wavenumber to maintain constant frequency in internal 

waves, it is unclear how the equivalent depth would change, if at all, even as vertically-

propagating waves refracted as they passed through the stability jump near the tropopause. 

Waves of a different depth scale may have been originally forced at that different scale and have 

propagated into the stratosphere after genesis. Conceiving that the equivalent depth may vary 

with time, it would be feasible to set an equivalent depth timeseries for our method, which is an 

option that will be explored later. 

 If wave structures were present with an equivalent depth other than the one we choose to 

use in application of the method, they would not be attributed to the correct waves because the 

PCFs are not orthogonal across varying trapping latitudes. That is, a PCF with a given y0 may be 

constructed using the set of PCFs of a different y0. Because we believe there may potentially be 

multiple depth scales present in the dataset, choosing a single value of equivalent depth will 

cause these other waves to project onto the PCFs and be incorrectly mapped to the wave classes. 

Since the equivalent depth is directly related to wave classes’ dispersion relations through c, 

these other waves should be readily identifiable in the wave class spectra because their signal 

will not correspond to a dispersion curve for the chosen equivalent depth. 
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Figure 3.3: Wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the total synthetic wave field. The axes are 

non-dimensional wavenumber (abscissa) and frequency (ordinate). Dispersion curves are drawn 

to show the signal corresponding to each wave class. 

 

 

3.3 Synthetic Field Analysis 

 In order to discuss the accuracy of this methodology without complications from the 

presence of multiple vertical modes, we analyze a geopotential height wave field with a single 

equivalent depth value. To do so, we construct a synthetic dataset through which we can control 

the equivalent depth and thereby study how the methodology treats a supplied value of h that is 

either incorrect or not representative of every wave in the field. 

The synthetic field is generated using the assumed time and horizontal space structure of 

equatorial wave classes given in (3.1). For the purpose of this test, only the first twenty positive 

and negative zonal wavenumbers and first three meridional modes are used, and each e i(kx−ωt )  

waveform is given an amplitude of 1. A single equivalent depth value h was chosen; since the  
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Figure 3.4: Wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the individual wave classes as diagnosed 

by applying the method from Section 3.1 to the synthetic wave field. The axes are non-

dimensional wavenumber (abscissa) and frequency (ordinate). The dispersion curve for each 

corresponding wave class is also drawn. 

 

 

wavenumber-frequency plots discussed in this section have non-dimensional axes, the value 

chosen is arbitrary. The frequency ω is calculated for each wave class and wavenumber 

according to the equatorial dispersion relation (2.10) and the chosen h. Given that only the first 

three meridional modes are used, there will be six wave classes constructed in this fashion 

(Kelvin, E- and WMRG, E- and WIG1, and R1), and the total synthetic field is created by 

summing over these six wave class fields. The wavenumber-frequency spectrum of the total  

synthetic field with dispersion curves for the six wave classes is given in Fig. 3.3. 

 

3.3.1 Correct Equivalent Depth 

 Figure 3.4 shows the spectra of the six individual wave classes as diagnosed using the 

method from Section 3.1, assuming an equivalent depth h that is exactly the one used to generate 

the synthetic field. The dispersion curves of each wave class are also plotted, and in each case 

they closely match the spectral power in the wave class field. Recall that the first twenty positive 
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and negative wavenumbers were given an amplitude of 1 in the wave class fields, and note that 

in the total field spectrum (Fig. 3.3) there appears to be an interation between waves that reduces 

signal power in some cases, e.g. the Kelvin wave signal for k > 1. The method successfully 

identifies signals that were originally created in the synthetic wave class fields but do not appear 

significantly in the total synthetic field spectrum. 

 

3.3.2 Incorrect Equivalent Depth 

 The next test performed was to apply the method to the synthetic field, using an 

equivalent depth for the PCF expansion different from the one used to construct the wave fields. 

In this case, the set of PCFs projected upon will have a different trapping scale than the wave 

classes present in the field, and the meridional basis structures of the waves will therefore not be 

completely diagnosed using a single PCF mode projection. As discussed previously, we expect 

to find that PCF signals are incorrectly partitioned amongst the wave classes, which will 

manifest as spectral power in the wave class spectra not matching that wave’s dispersion curve. 

 Figure 3.5 is the set of spectral power plots for the six wave class fields diagnosed using  

the incorrect equivalent depth. The dispersion curves drawn correspond to the correct equivalent 

depth, and the signal in the wave class fields match these curves closely despite our choosing the 

incorrect h for the decomposition method. Note that in the Kelvin and R1 waves, there is clear 

signal not related to that wave’s dispersion curve. However, by fitting a curve to the extra signal 

(red curve in the plots), we find that the signal belongs to the EIG1 and WIG1 waves, 

respectively. This is the expected spectral leakage discussed earlier, which we can circumvent 

only by choosing the correctly h for the data (Fig. 3.4). Performing this analysis would 

nevertheless point to the correct equivalent depth if the dispersion curves could be drawn to 
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Figure 3.5: Same as Fig. 3.4, except for the wave class fields diagnosed by assuming an incorrect 

equivalent depth for the PCF structures. Red dispersion curves are drawn for the EIG1 and WIG1 

wave signal leakage into the Kelvin and R1 wave spectra, respectively. 

 

 

match the spectra, even if the incorrect equivalent depth was chosen to diagnose the wave class 

fields. 

 

3.3.3. Multiple Equivalent Depths 

 Additionally, we tested the method on a synthetic data field similar to that used 

previously, but with the addition of a wave that has an equivalent depth not equal to that of the 

other wave classes. We added a WIG1 wave with an equivalent depth ′ h = h /2 , where h is the 

value used for the rest of the synthetic field and the same as in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. We 

performed the expansion method still assuming an equivalent depth equal to h. Note that in this 

case, the eastward-propagating waves should be unaffected. 

 Individual wave class spectra diagnosed in this test can be found in Fig. 3.6, with the 

black dispersion curves corresponding to that of the wave class, with the red curves indicating 

signal related to the added WIG1 wave. As in Fig. 3.4, the method successfully separates the 

wave class fields with the chosen equivalent depth and their spectra match the dispersion curves 
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 3.4, except for a field containing an additional WIG1 wave with a 

different equivalent depth than that used in Fig. 3.4. A red dispersion curve is drawn for the new 

WIG1 wave where its signal leaks into the R1 wave spectrum. 

 

 

closely. However, we find that the additional signal due to the added WIG1 wave is present in 

both the WIG1 and R1 spectra. As in Fig. 3.5, this points to the presence of a wave whose 

equivalent depth is not equal to the one used in the decomposition, but we are able to identify the 

wave’s corresponding value ′ h  by matching a dispersion curve to it. In real observations, with 

potentially many overlapping vertical modes, we can use this analysis to identify the depth scales 

present. 

 

3.3.4 Missing Wave Classes 

 Because we have formulated the wave class amplitudes as solutions to a square system, 

we will always be able to retrieve values for 
  

 
α 
n
 even for a bogus field. This is because we have 

invoked the orthogonality of the set {ψ
n
}, whose amplitudes can be determined for any field 

much like any field can be subject to a Fourier transform. Therefore, we test that the method 

does not produce spurious results for wave classes when there are no such classes in the field. 
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.4, except for a field with the Kelvin and R1 waves removed. 

 

 

We expect that the solution composed of one or more elements of 
  

 
α 
n
 being zero is allowed by 

our method. 

The results of removing the Kelvin and R1 waves from the field are shown in Fig. 3.7. 

The method assumes the correct equivalent depth as in Section 3.3.1. As such, the dispersion 

curves for the other four waves in the field match the spectra closely, and no anomalous spectral 

power exists in any field as a result of removing wave classes. Obviously, there is no spectral 

power at all in the Kelvin and R1 fields. We have shown that zero-amplitude solutions for wave 

class amplitudes are allowed by this method. 

 

3.3.5 White Noise Field 

 Our final test is to apply the method to a field composed entirely of noise. In this way, we 

can verify again that the methodology does not produce spurious results for wave class spectra. 

As discussed in 3.3.4, a solution will be found for any field, and we must then verify that for a 

field with a white noise spectrum, the resulting wave class spectra are also white noise. In doing 

so, we show that the method does not introduce any spectral power according to the dispersion  
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Figure 3.8: Same as Fig. 3.4, except for a field with a white noise spectrum and no intended 

wave features. 

 

 

curves, and that any spectra produced by the expansion method comes strictly from the data 

used. 

 Figure 3.8 is the wave class spectra diagnosed using the method on a randomly-generated 

field. Each point in the domain was assigned a random value from the a distribution between 0 

and 1. Using the wave class spectra, we can see that there is no preference for the method to 

force a diagnosed wave class field to have any spectral characteristics except those that are 

present in the data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EQUATORIAL WAVE SOLUTIONS ON A SINGLE LEVEL IN THE 

STRATOSPHERE 
 

4.1 Theory of the QBO 

To test our methodology, we aim to study the interaction of equatorial waves with the 

quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of zonal wind in the stratosphere. Dynamics of this region are 

simpler than in the equatorial troposphere, and the waves are freely-propagating in that they are 

sufficiently separate from their convective sources in the tropics. Here, we may check our 

diagnosis of the evolution of waves against their expected evolution as detailed in QBO theory 

(Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Holton and Lindzen, 1972; Baldwin et al, 2001). 

Basic QBO theory will be referenced frequently in our discussions in this chapter and the 

next. The QBO is characterized by alternating, descending easterly and westerly zonal mean 

zonal wind regimes in the equatorial stratosphere (Fig. 3.1). On a local level, the oscillation has a 

period of about 28 months, and the regimes descend at a speed of about 1 km/month. In general, 

the easterly phase is stronger and has a longer duration than the westerly phase. Meridionally, the 

QBO is centered on the equator with a half-width of about   12
 . There is an additional 

temperature evolution that is in thermal wind balance with the shear, where the warm (cold) 

phase corresponds to westerly (easterly) winds. It has an associated secondary meridional 

circulation and is important for momentum flux and tracer transport throughout the equatorial 

middle atmosphere. 

Following the work of Matsuno (1966), Lindzen and Holton (1968) theorized that the 

QBO was driven by momentum deposition from vertically-propagating, equatorially-trapped 

waves. Eliassen and Palm (1960) and Booker and Bretherton (1967) laid the foundation for the 
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effects of a critical level on waves, which in turn proved crucial to an understanding of the QBO. 

At a critical level, where u = c , a hypothetical wave would be damped and deposit its 

momentum to the background flow. Waves propagating against the flow would do so freely until 

they reached such a height that they were damped by radiative forcing and deposited their 

momentum, creating the new regime aloft of the old one. Subsequent vertically-propagating 

waves would continue to feed momentum to these regimes, until the lower regime was dissipated 

above the tropopause. Those waves that were previously filtered by the lower regime would now 

be free to propagate to the upper-middle stratosphere, where they would experience radiative 

damping and recreate the old regime aloft. Thus the cycle repeats, so long as there is a 

sufficiently dense spectrum of eastward- and westward-propagating waves to fuel it. 

Based on the theory presented here, the primary evolution of equatorial waves is in their 

amplitude. Waves experience damping when they enter regimes in which the flow is in the same 

direction as their propagation. Here, we will rigorously test that this dynamical result is satisfied 

in the wave class fields after applying our method to the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset detailed 

in Section 3.2.1. 

 

4.2 Equivalent Depth in ERA-Interim 

 In Section 3.2, we alluded to the possibility of a time-varying equivalent depth parameter. 

If the background state were time-invariant, then the frequency of a wave must be held constant. 

We can relate the dry shallow water gravity wave phase speed to that of an internal buoyancy 

wave in the hydrostatic limit as gh =ω /k = N /m . A wave propagating into the stratosphere 

will experience a large change in static stability, but while the background is unchanging in time, 

this stability jump must be countered by a proportional jump in m (wave refraction). In this case, 
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Fig. 4.1: Composite flow-relative geopotential height wavenumber-frequency spectral power for 

peak background QBO phases and transition periods between phases. The QBO evolution is 

represented by clockwise motion between plots. Shading and axes are the same as in Fig. 3.2. 

The 200 m dispersion curve for the Kelvin wave is drawn in each plot, and the 100 m curve for 

the Kelvin wave (dashed, sloped) is also drawn in the westerly phase plot. 

 

 

there is no method by which the background characteristics can adjust the equivalent depth “felt” 

by an equatorial wave. However, if the background were evolving in time, it may be possible 

that h is adjusted along with changes in the medium because the frequency need not stay 

constant. A modification to the zonal structure of the wave may also affect the vertical structure 

if the wave is non-dispersive, i.e. if the phase speed c can indeed by changed by varying 

wavenumber k. 

 Other than modification by the background, the range of intrinsic equivalent depths found 

here may be due to a spectrum of vertical depth scales at genesis. Because smaller equivalent 
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depths correspond to slower phase speeds for the same wavenumber, we expect that these waves 

may be more susceptible to filtering by the background wind, in which case their signal power 

should be highly correlated to the QBO lower in the stratosphere. 

 Figure 4.1 shows the composite wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the total flow-

relative geopotential height field at various times during the QBO cycle. The dispersion curve for 

a Kelvin wave considering an equivalent depth of 200 m is drawn in each plot. At peak westerly 

phase, we find that the Kelvin wave signal is disorganized and weak, while a high frequency 

signal in the EIG range persists likely because its phase speed is faster than the background flow. 

At the westerly to easterly transition, signal near the Kelvin wave dispersion curve increases in 

power, while signal in the westward-propagating waves begins to weaken. An anomalous 

spectral peak near wavenumber –8 has appeared. During peak easterly flow, the Kelvin wave 

signal is strong and concentrated around the dispersion curve. The only significant signals in the 

westward-propagating regime are the wavenumber –8 signal and a red signal in the long Rossby 

wave domain. This Rossby-like signal is weaker than its counterpart in the westerly phase, as 

expected, while the evolution of the wavenumber –8 signal would suggest that it is truly 

eastward-propagating. The transition from easterly back to westerly is similar in most features to 

the transition from westerly to easterly. 

 In this discussion of equivalent depth, we focus on the Kelvin wave for its simple 

relationship to h through the dry gravity wave phase speed in the shallow water framework. 

During the peak westerly phase, there is a signal resembling that of a Kelvin wave dispersion 

curve with an equivalent depth smaller than 200 m (the dispersion curve corresponding to h = 

100 m is drawn dashed). After the QBO has evolved to an easterly regime, we find that the signal 

more closely matches the 200 m curve. There are signals exhibiting a mutual evolution with the 
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Figure 4.2: Same as Fig. 4.1, except for the Kelvin wave geopotential height field alone. 

 

 

background QBO as they strengthen and decay over a QBO cycle, but there is no easily 

identifiable evolution of equivalent depth for any wave except possibly the Kelvin wave. 

 Utilizing a method for instantaneous diagnosis of phase speed from Cai et al (2014), we 

can use the geopotential height field of the Kelvin wave as diagnosed by the method in Section 

3.1 to identify a mutual evolution of the Kelvin wave phase speed with the background QBO. In 

short, the method diagnoses the phase speed from a time-lagged autocorrelation of the 

geopotential height field. The resultant instantaneous value is the so-called “effective” phase 

speed, which is an amplitude-weighted average of phase speeds of the individual wave structures 

superimposed in the field. Because the Kelvin wave is non-dispersive in the shallow water 

framework, a fact that its spectrum in Fig. 4.4 mostly corroborates, its phase speed should be 
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Figure 4.3: Effective phase speed (left axis) of the Kelvin wave synchronized with the 

background QBO cycle. On the abscissa, the QBO clock begins with a peak westerly phase (0), 

continues to a peak easterly phase (12), and returns to the peak westerly phase (24 = 0). If we 

take the Kelvin wave to be non-dispersive as in the shallow water framework, the evolution of 

phase speed indicates an evolution in equivalent depth (right axis). 

 

 

invariant over time except in the case that its intrinsic depth scale is altered. Figure 4.2 is the 

same as Fig. 4.1 except for the Kelvin wave geopotential height field alone, and we find that 

there is no obvious difference in the equivalent depth scale when the two are compared. 

 Figure 4.3 is the composite evolution of Kelvin wave phase speed synchronized with the 

background QBO “clock,” cycling from the peak westerly phase (0 on the abscissa) to the 

easterly phase (12) and back (24 = 0). The effective phase speed value is given on the left axis, 

and its corresponding equivalent depth assuming the dry gravity wave phase speed relation is 

given on the right. If this evolution of equivalent depth were due to filtering of a spectrum of 

waves with varying equivalent depths, we would expect the smaller depths (slower waves) to be 
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most prevalent in the easterly phase where they would not be subject to critical level absorption 

by the background QBO. However, we find in Fig. 4.3 that the lowest equivalent depth waves 

have the strongest amplitude in the westerly phase. We hypothesize then that the background 

QBO evolution does indeed alter the depth scales of the waves since critical level filtering would 

not account for this evolution, although it is nevertheless possible that waves with many depth 

scales are generated in the troposphere. 

 

4.3 Spectral Characteristics of Diagnosed Wave Fields 

We have shown in a mathematical sense that a unique solution exists for the set of wave 

class amplitudes following from an assumed construction of the horizontal wave field. As such, 

individual wave class horizontal fields may be reconstructed instantaneously. However, we 

reiterate that solutions to equations based on physical principles need not be physical themselves. 

It is the purpose of this section to provide evidence that spectral properties of waves as predicted 

by the theoretical dispersion relations are retained through this methodology without 

constraining the wave decomposition to adhere to these requirements. Specifically, frequency 

spectrum characteristics revealed by this expansion method are inherent to the data since the 

instantaneous fields are diagnosed independently of one another. The only exception to this 

feature of the wave class fields is the propagation direction, which is used to partition the dataset 

into two sets in an effort to create a square system of equations. We do argue that the 

propagation direction is enforced by the physics, and therefore it is not expected that any portion 

of the signal should propagate in a direction relative to the flow opposite to the propagation 

direction predicted by theory. 
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The validation of the wave fields in spectral space serves two purposes, the first being 

that we are able to diagnose frequency properties of the wave fields without prescribing a 

timescale through a filter or otherwise. Although the same is true for wavenumber properties, it 

is especially important to find the frequency characteristics in this manner because each 

instantaneous wave field is diagnosed independently. Because the observations represent 

physical phenomena, which themselves are constrained by the physics we have so far detailed, 

then the spectral properties are inevitably contained within the data, and our method aims to 

diagnose this spectrum without presupposing how that spectrum should behave in the time or 

frequency domains. 

The second purpose of a spectral analysis is to determine the accuracy of our initial 

assumption that the wave field is entirely made up of the superposition of equatorial waves. 

Extratropical signals invariably exist in the data and pose difficulty when assigning PCF signals 

to wave classes (Kiladis et al, 2009), although we expect that the majority of the signal may still 

correctly be attributed to waves (Gehne and Kleeman, 2012). In fact, some extratropical signals 

present in the stratosphere may contribute to or be a result of the QBO evolution (Baldwin and 

Tung, 1994). Because the PCFs are a set of basis functions, any field may be constructed using 

them. In this case, the equatorial wave classes we diagnose using this method will contain these 

signals because we ascribe the entire PCF amplitude to the wave. However, we do not expect the 

spectral properties of these signals to obey a dispersion relation as those of the equatorial waves 

do, so they should be easily identifiable in a wavenumber-frequency diagram if they have 

significant spectral power. The spectral analysis method follows from Wheeler and Kiladis 

(1999) as discussed in the introduction to Section 3.2. The following wave spectra have been 

diagnosed using the first five meridional PCFs. 
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Figure 4.4: Wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the eastward-propagating wave classes 

diagnosed assuming an equivalent depth value of 200 m. Dispersion curves for the wave classes 

are drawn. The axes and shading are the same as in Fig. 3.2. 
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4.3.1 Eastward-Propagating Waves 

 Figure 4.4 contains the spectra for the eastward-propagating waves as diagnosed using an 

equivalent depth h = 200 m. Note that the EIG2 and EIG3 wave dispersion curves lie outside of 

the spectral domain. In Section 3.3, we determined that the choice of equivalent depth will not 

change the spectral properties of the wave classes, but an incorrect or incomplete value of h will 

cause leakage of signal into other classes. For example, because we have chosen h = 200 m, the 

strong Kelvin wave signal present in the total spectrum (Fig. 3.2) does not appear in any other 

wave class spectrum. There is a pronounced dominance of the wavenumber 2-8 signal, which is 

well within the range of wavenumber power expected from previous studies (e.g. Yanai and 

Maruyama, 1966; Wallace and Kousky, 1968; Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Tindall et al, 2006; 

Yang et al, 2011; Gehne and Kleeman, 2012). This is not surprising given that the full spectrum 

of equatorial data is well-documented as being red in nature. 

 The Kelvin wave is clearly responsible for the highest amount of eastward-propagating 

variance in the dataset. We reiterate that our choice of h = 200 m is justified by the lack of any 

Kelvin wave signal persisting in the other wave classes, with the possible exception of signal in 

the EIG1 wave between ω = 0.2 and 0.4. This signal is at least two orders of magnitude weaker 

than the Kelvin wave signal. We also note that in the Kelvin wave spectrum, there appears to be 

some signal related to the EIG1 wave around wavenumber 4 and frequency 1 cpd. If our method 

was incorrectly partitioning this signal, it should do so only between the Kelvin and EIG1 waves, 

but we find that some of the same signal is in the EMRG spectrum, which projects onto a 

different subset of PCFs than the EIG1. Therefore, we believe it is coincidental that the signal 

exists on the EIG1 dispersion curve. These three signals combined could be an equatorially-

trapped signal with a trapping scale not corresponding to h = 200 m. 
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 Similarly, the EMRG spectrum contains power at low wavenumber in the frequency 

range from 0.4 to 0.7 cpd that no other wave spectrum contains. In fact, the Kelvin wave 

spectrum has a local minimum in spectral power along the EMRG dispersion curve, and the 

EIG1 spectrum has a distinct gap in power in this region of the domain. This signal projects 

strongly onto ψ
1
 but is absent from the EIG2 spectrum, which also projects onto ψ

1
. As with the 

Kelvin wave, this EMRG spectrum reinforces the measurement of equivalent depth at this level. 

 Although the EIG2 and EIG3 waves do not have dispersion curves in the domain plotted, 

their spectra serve a unique purpose in that we can identify signals that do not project onto a 

single PCF. Indeed, the spectral power found in the EIG2 and EIG3 waves can be found in all 

other wave class spectra. In the troposphere, the reddest region of wavenumber-frequency space 

in the eastward-propagating domain is dominated by the slowly propagating MJO (Wheeler and 

Kiladis, 1999). At this level, we should not expect to find a strong MJO signal, however. In any 

case, both the low and high frequency signals do not fit a dispersion curve except possibly for 

extreme values of h, so we surmise that these signals are from one or more phenomena that may 

not be equatorially-trapped (i.e. extra-tropical or propagating perpendicular to the equator). 

Because they do not project cleanly onto a single PCF, this could be an equatorially-trapped 

phenomenon only if its trapping scale is sufficiently different from that given by h = 200m. The 

spectral power near 1 cpd could simply be due to the diurnal cycle. Additionally, aliasing could 

introduce spurious power into the spectra. 

 Recall from (3.12) that the eastward-propagating waves constitute a square system 

relating to the eastward-propagating PCF signals. We have not required any extra information by 

use of constraints in producing these results. In most cases, the signal is correctly allocated based 

on the horizontal structure rather than forcing a dispersion relation onto the spectra. 
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Figure 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.4, but for the westward-propagating wave classes. 

 

 

4.3.2 Westward-Propagating Waves 

 Figure 4.5 is the spectra of the westward-propagating waves as diagnosed using an 

equivalent depth h = 200 m. As with the n = 2 and 3 EIG waves, the n = 2 and 3 WIG waves do 

not have a dispersion curve in this domain, but their spectra are nonetheless plotted. The majority 

of spectral power propagating westward lies in the Rossby wave domain with a notable 

longwave peak near 1 cpd. From Fig. 2.1, we see that all Rossby wave curves of varying mode 

number n inhabit a small domain in the red corner of wavenumber-frequency space. In this case, 

it is difficult for us to visually identify signal belonging to particular Rossby modes, even though 

the dispersion curves have been plotted. 
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 As with the EMRG spectrum, our method successfully captures the WMRG spectrum in 

the 0.3 to 0.6 cpd frequency range. Spectral power in this part of the domain is notably absent 

from all other wave classes. The high frequency signal in the WMRG spectrum exists even in the 

WIG1 and R1 spectra, even though the WMRG does not project onto the same PCF as these 

mode n = 1 waves. There is spectral power mirroring this signal even in the mode n = 2 and 3 

WIG and Rossby waves, where we used the meridional velocity field to ascribe the amplitude. 

As with the anomalous signals in Fig. 4.4, we believe then that this power results from aliasing, 

an extra-tropical source, a diurnal cycle, or a phenomenon with a meridional scale unlike that of 

the equatorial waves. 

 Appropriately, the WIG1 spectrum captures most of the high frequency signal not 

pertaining to the aforementioned longwave peak near 1 cpd. As seen in Fig. 3.2, there is 

significant power out to wavenumber –8 for frequencies ω > 0.7 cpd. Our method assigns most 

of this signal to the WIG1 wave. There is also significant variance around the Rossby wave 

dispersion curves, although we note that this variance is at least an order of magnitude smaller 

than that attributed to the R1 and even R2 waves and slightly higher frequency than the R1 

dispersion curve. 

 To explain this variance ostensibly ascribed to the WIG1 wave, recall that we have opted 

to ignore contributions from under-represented waves. That is, higher-mode waves may project 

onto PCFs in the subset from which we draw the diagnosed wave class amplitudes, but we do not 

fit them into the partition matrix if they also project onto a PCF outside the chosen subset. We 

noted in Section 3.1 that projecting onto PCFs with a high enough mode number would 

essentially close the system, but before doing so, the wave classes are subject to misattribution of 

signal from the higher-mode waves that we neglected in the formulation. 
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Figure 4.6: Wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the eastward-propagating (right) and 

westward-propagating (left) wave classes diagnosed using only the first three PCFs. Dispersion 

curves are drawn for the relevant wave classes. The axes and shading are the same as in Fig. 3.2. 
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 Figure 4.6 illustrates the effect of higher-mode waves on the lower-mode waves when the 

former are neglected. The wave classes whose spectra are plotted in Fig. 4.6 were diagnosed 

using only the first three PCFs. Since PW is square when considering only the first three 

meridional modes (see Eq. 3.13), we are able to diagnose a wave field for the WMRG, WIG1, 

and R1 waves alone without the need for an extra constraint. In Fig. 4.4, we found that most of 

the variance in the eastward-propagating domain is explained by the Kelvin, EMRG, and EIG1 

waves, so it is not surprising that these spectra are closely equal to the corresponding spectra in 

the previous figure if not for a slight change in power. 

Conversely, the westward-propagating waves in Fig. 4.6 illuminate the issue at hand. 

Note that the red spectrum of the WMRG and WIG1 waves are distinctly different from that in 

Fig. 4.5. The reduction of power in these waves after including the higher PCF modes points to 

the under-represented waves adding variance to the lower modes. When the previously under-

represented waves are finally accounted for, the signal is correctly distributed to those waves 

instead of being partitioned to the mode n = 1 waves. As the total spectrum in Fig. 3.2 indicates, 

there is significant power in this region of wavenumber-frequency space, and so we posit that the 

signal is made up of many Rossby wave modes. Potentially, the red part of the WIG1 spectrum 

could be reduced to that of the WMRG spectrum in Fig. 4.5 with the inclusion of high enough 

PCF modes. 

Following this analysis, the redistribution of a significant fraction of red signal from the 

WMRG to the WIG2 and R2 is a satisfactory result of the inclusion of ψ
3
. In our discussion of 

the meridional velocity constraint on PW using (3.18), we claimed that the results were 

insensitive to the choice of using wave class amplitude coefficients equal to 1 rather than another 

value. We have determined through tests of multiple cases that the WMRG spectrum is not 
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significantly altered by any choice of coefficient. Conceivably, the red signal is a persistent 

signal through the wave classes similar to the high frequency signal, but we are unable to 

identify it as such because the Rossby waves have strong, meaningful variance in this region of 

wavenumber-frequency space. 

In looking at the mode n = 2 and 3 waves, which were constrained using the meridional 

velocity field through (3.18), we find that the majority of variance in the v field for ψ
n
 with n > 0 

is red in nature. We note also that there is remarkable spectral power in the v field for the ψ
0
 

projection belonging to the WMRG wave (not shown). At least for frequencies lower than 1 cpd, 

the Rossby wave is apparently dominant for these modes. In light of this, one may suggest that 

(3.18) should be rewritten as α
Rn
= χ

n

v  with the entirety of the v field ascribed to the Rossby 

wave to good approximation based on the spectrum. Doing so will attribute low-frequency signal 

remaining in the φ field incorrectly to the WIG wave. 

 

4.3.3. Higher Modes 

 Higher meridional modes invariably exist in the data, although extratropical signal will 

project more favorably onto them since they exist far from the equator. Figure 4.7 shows the 

spectrum of the total geopotential height field with the first five meridional modes removed. 

Effectively, this removes the spectra in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. Note also that this spectrum would still 

contain signal from sources that do not project onto the 200 m equivalent depth trapping scale. In 

our discussion on Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, we identified two regions in the longwave part of 

wavenumber-frequency space that existed in each wave class spectrum, indicating that the source 

did not have a meridional structure corresponding to one or more of the 200 m PCFs. The signal 

near 1 cpd could be easily explained by the diurnal cycle, although the low frequency signal 
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 3.2, except for the geopotential height field with the first five 

meridional modes removed. 

 

 

remains inexplicable. The higher modes also have the low frequency signal but strangely do not 

have significant variance near 1 cpd. This further suggests that the reddest signal in Fig. 4.5 is 

from one such anomalous source and is not truly a Rossby wave signal unless that Rossby wave 

has an equivalent depth other than 200 m. 

 

4.4 Physical Characteristics of Diagnosed Wave Fields 

 In this section, we test the final requirement for robustness of the new methodology, that 

the diagnosed wave fields are consistent with observations in physical space and that their 

evolutions are consistent with theory on the background QBO. Basic QBO theory dictates the 
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evolution of vertically-propagating waves through the presence of a critical level. The primary 

feature of wave evolution arising from Lindzen and Holton’s (1968) theory on the QBO 

mechanism is that waves propagating with the background mean zonal flow should experience 

amplitude loss (damping) as the flow speed u  approaches c, a result of work done by Eliassen 

and Palm (1960). This feature of wave activity has been well-documented in both observations 

(e.g. Tindall et al, 2006b; Alexander et al, 2008; Ern et al, 2008; Ern and Preusse, 2009; Yang et 

al, 2011) and simulations (e.g. Dunkerton, 1997; Giorgetta et al, 2005; Evan et al, 2012). We 

therefore require that our diagnosed wave fields retain this feature in time as a measure of the 

methodology’s validity. From Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, we identify the Kelvin and R1 waves as having 

the spectra with the best fit to their theoretical dispersion curves, so for comparisons between 

eastward- and westward-propagating waves we will focus on these two as representatives of their 

respective regimes. 

Qualitatively, we may observe the change in total wave class amplitude using Hovmöller 

diagrams of the geopotential height field in opposite QBO phases. Figure 4.8 shows the wave 

field of the Kelvin and R1 waves, both over a selected period when the background QBO is in its 

easterly and westerly phase as indicated. The waves exhibit noticeably weaker amplitude in the 

phase corresponding to their propagation direction. In the case of the Kelvin wave fields, we can 

see further evidence that the phase speed changes between QBO phases because the slope of 

peaks and troughs varies between the easterly and westerly phase diagrams. 

More evidence suggesting that the amplitudes of wave classes diagnosed by our method 

obey critical level effects throughout the entire time domain in a statistical sense may be found in 

Fig. 4.9. As in Fig. 4.3, we present a composite analysis synchronized with the local QBO cycle. 

Here, we show the wave class amplitude evolution over the QBO cycle, using geopotential 
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Figure 4.8: Hovmöller diagrams of the Kelvin wave (left) and R1 wave (right) geopotential 

height field for the first 100 days of 1979 (above, QBO locally easterly) and 1980 (below, QBO 

locally westerly). The diagrams have the same shading scheme to illustrate the change in 

amplitude across opposite QBO phases. 

 

height variance in the entire 15S – 15N latitude band as a proxy for amplitude. The curves have 

been normalized to their maximum value. Recalling that critical levels dampen waves 

propagating with phase speed equal to the background mean zonal wind velocity, we expect that 

those waves propagating to the east (west) should have maximum amplitude in the easterly 

(westerly) phase and minimum amplitude in the westerly (easterly) phase. We have grouped the 

waves in Fig. 4.9 by their propagation direction and find that the aforementioned effect of the 

critical level on these waves persists through our methodology so long as the information is  
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Figure 4.9: Same as Fig. 4.3, except for composite wave class amplitude evolution synchronized 

to the local QBO clock for eastward-propagating (top) and westward-propagating (bottom) 

waves. Full domain geopotential height variance is used to represent wave class amplitude, with 

the evolution normalized to the peak value. 
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contained within the data. Strangely, the mode n = 3 waves do not adhere closely to the evolution 

pattern of the other waves in their respective propagation regimes. This is not a result of using 

the meridional velocity field as a constraint because the n = 2 waves do reflect the theory. 

Additionally, we have found that wave classes are not entirely damped; even at the critical level 

with the largest u , some fraction of the wave class survives. We suggest that the critical level 

acts not as a wave class filter, but as a wavenumber filter. 

 Conceivably, dispersive wave classes should be variably affected by the presence of 

critical levels in that wavenumbers corresponding to increasing phase speeds will be 

progressively filtered out as the wave propagates through a regime with increasing background 

mean zonal wind. Consider such a wave class in a layer with wind shear in the same direction as 

the wave’s propagation. In this scenario, background zonal wind magnitude increases in height 

and will damp those parts of the wave class spectrum whose phase speed is equal to u  (and those 

with phase speed less than u  were damped at a lower level), while some signals may remain fast 

enough to be unaffected. Note that according to theory, purely non-dispersive waves should be 

unilaterally destroyed at the corresponding critical level. Conversely, Fig. 4.9 reveals that the 

Kelvin wave, which is non-dispersive in the shallow water framework, has a notable amplitude 

evolution through the QBO cycle. Taking into account a dry gravity wave phase speed c = 44 

m/s for h = 200 m and a QBO amplitude of about 30 m/s (Baldwin et al, 2001; Fig. 3.1), it is 

evident that the Kelvin wave would never reach a critical level, nonetheless there is still 

damping. 

 Analytical phase speeds derived from the dispersion relation for equatorial wave classes 

show that phase speed generally decreases monotonically with increasing wavenumber. Thus, 

the largest wavenumbers are damped first, and progressively smaller wavenumbers are likewise  
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Figure 4.10: Timeseries of the base-10 logarithm of zonal wavenumber spectral power for the 

Kelvin (top) and R1 (bottom) waves summed over the 15S – 15N latitude band, and the 

corresponding timeseries of background mean zonal wind. 
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damped as the background wind regime builds in strength local to the wave. If any fraction of the 

wave class survives the entire QBO cycle, its spectrum would theoretically be red at the point 

where its amplitude is lowest. However, the wavenumber frequency spectrum is naturally red, so 

it is necessary to view the evolution of the wavenumber spectrum through QBO cycles to 

determine the extent of this wavenumber filtering effect. 

 Figure 4.10 is the timeseries of the base-10 logarithm of zonal wavenumber spectral 

power of the Kelvin and R1 wave class fields, with the background mean zonal wind shown also 

as a function of time for comparison. The timeseries indicate that the wavenumber spectrum 

itself is variable in time and the weakest spectra coincide with the background wind states 

corresponding to flow in the same direction as the wave’s propagation. Although the spectra are 

mostly red at all times, the largest wavenumbers that have significant amplitude when the wave 

is propagating against the flow are damped by at least an order of magnitude in the opposite 

QBO regime. These results are consistent with studies of wavenumber-frequency spectra in 

varying QBO phases (e.g. Yang et al, 2003; Tindall et al, 2006b). Additionally, the wavenumber 

spectrum evolution, while periodic, is not sinusoidal, and the length of extended periods where 

the signal has significantly high or low power can be matched with the length of the coincident 

phase of background wind. At least at the 10 mb level, the primary source of wave class 

amplitude variability is modulation by the QBO, as opposed to other low frequency signals like 

seasonal variation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

VERTICAL FEATURES OF EQUATORIAL WAVES IN THE 

STRATOSPHERE 
 

5.1 Vertical Variability of Equivalent Depth and Wave Classes in Spectral Space 

The formulation in Section 3.1 yields a horizontal wave field as a function of time, with 

each instantaneous field being diagnosed independently. Temporal characteristics resulted from 

the timeseries of these fields. Similarly, the horizontal fields may be calculated for multiple 

levels independently, resulting in a vertical structure. As with the time evolution, the vertical 

structure would result simply from the change between consecutive levels. We do not believe 

that supplying an equivalent depth for the trapping scale will force the fields to behave according 

to that depth value so long as we choose a value that is prevalent in the data. Because we are not 

also providing the relationship (2.23), any agreement between the vertical wavelength and 

equivalent depth arises from the wave signal in the data conforming to that relationship. 

Potentially, the equivalent depth can change with height, although it is as yet unclear if this 

would be a result of the background depth scale changing with the static stability or a 

consequence of waves propagating through a time-variant background. As with the time 

dimension in Section 4.2, we will explore the possibility of a height-dependent equivalent depth 

here. 

Figure 5.1 is a series of wavenumber-frequency spectral power plots at various levels in 

the stratosphere. Considering Fig. 3.1, and noting that we wish to study the equatorial waves in 

relation to the QBO, we intend to study only the levels up to 7 hPa. In particular, the 100 hPa 

level would be a unique test for our methodology because at this level, much of the wave 

characteristics from the troposphere are extant. This includes zonal asymmetry, where wave  
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Figure 5.1: Base-10 logarithm of wavenumber-frequency spectral power of the transformed 

flow-relative field for multiple pressure levels in the stratosphere as indicated. The dispersion 

curve of the h = 200 m Kelvin wave is superimposed. 

 

 

activity is sometimes preferred over the Pacific (Yang et al, 2012). In this case, the Fourier 

decomposition will favor higher zonal wavenumbers to capture a wave packet at an isolated 

location in space, a feature of the spectrum that can be seen in Fig. 5.1. Notably, the 100 hPa 

spectrum is more reminiscent of the spectrum presented in Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) for OLR, 

where the wave spectra are mostly masked by a background spectrum. A peak can still be seen 

corresponding to a Kelvin wave with equivalent depth h ≈ 50. 
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Figure 5.2: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for the Kelvin wave class alone. The dispersion curves drawn 

are subjectively fit to the spectral peaks. 

 

 

 In looking at the progression of the spectrum as a function of height, there appears to be a 

monotonic increase in equivalent depth if we choose to diagnose h from the slope of the best fit 

Kelvin wave dispersion curve. Although only the 200 m curve is plotted in Fig. 5.1, it is easy to 

see that for levels below 20 hPa, there is a quasi-linear spectral peak with slope less than the line 

drawn. For levels above 10 hPa, the same spectral peak has larger slope. We attempt to ascertain 

the variation of h with height more precisely using the Kelvin wave class field spectra in Fig. 5.2. 

Recall from Section 3.3.2 that choosing an incorrect equivalent depth does not affect the  
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplot of equivalent depth as a function of pressure level with a best fit line 

(black) and corresponding phase speed (blue) drawn. The equivalent depths are determined 

assuming the dry gravity wave phase speed for the Kelvin wave at that level. 

 

 

spectrum of the waves present in the field. That is, if we can fit a dispersion curve to the wave 

spectra, then we can identify the correct value of equivalent depth. Curves are subjectively drawn 

for equivalent depth values such that that peaks conform to the line. 

The equivalent depth values used are plotted in Fig. 5.3. We find that the best fit 

equivalent depths are a linear function of ln(p). A linear regression was performed to identify a 

slope-intercept function (black line) with an R
2
 value of 0.99. Assuming a phase speed c = gh , 

the blue line represents the phase speed of a Kelvin wave at that level. An undesirable aspect of a 

vertically-varying equivalent depth is that since the phase speed is a function of h, the Kelvin 

wave field would experience an internal shearing as it propagates at a different speed at each 
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Figure 5.4: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for the MRG wave class. The EMRG and WMRG fields were 

summed to yield this spectrum. The dispersion curve for the MRG assuming an equivalent depth 

of 200 m is drawn (solid curve), and the dispersion curve assuming h = 50 m is drawn in the 100 

hPa spectrum (dashed curve) for comparison. 

 

level. The time scale of radiative damping is about a week in the lower stratosphere (Jin and 

Hoskins, 1995; Ryu et al, 2008), so it is likely that the wave would be damped before a 

pronounced shear effect is noticeable. In any case, an “elbow” structure (Kiladis et al, 2009) in 

the vertical can be interpreted as a consequence of a moving heat source that is initiating the 

wave. 

We note, however, that the other wave class spectra do not exhibit features corresponding 

to equivalent depths other than 200 m. Figure 5.4 gives the MRG spectra (taken by summing the 
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Figure 5.5: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for the IG1 wave class (top) and R1 wave class (bottom). The 

EIG1 and WIG1 fields were summed to yield the IG1 spectrum. The dispersion curves for the 

IG1 and R1 waves assuming an equivalent depth of 200 m are drawn for their respective wave 

spectra. 
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EMRG and WMRG wave classes) at multiple pressure levels, and the signal primarily fits the 

200 m dispersion curve at all levels where there is significant power around 0.5 cpd, especially 

for the eastward-propagating signal. The westward-propagating signal is slightly higher 

frequency than the 200 m curve, except at 100 hPa where there is spectral power along a curve 

closer to h = 50 m (dashed curve). Note that the majority of low-frequency signal in the 

westward-propagating regime is absent from the MRG spectrum despite its prevalence in the 

total spectrum. Signal power in this region is invariably associated with Rossby wave structures. 

In the eastward-propagating regime, there is no wave source responsible for the lowest frequency 

signal, which persists at all levels through all wave classes (compare with Fig. 4.4). 

 In comparison to the 10 hPa level, the IG1 and R1 spectra (Fig. 5.5) mostly behave in a 

similar fashion at all levels. There is some low-frequency signal present in the WIG1, but at 

every level it has variance an order of magnitude less than the R1. The high frequency signal is 

mostly correctly partitioned to the WIG1 wave, except for the diurnal signal in the longwave. We 

find low-frequency signal in the EIG1 wave as well, but recall that there is no wave component 

with a dispersion relation that will fit to it. As with Fig. 4.5, the primary concern is the red signal 

in the WIG1 spectrum. 

If Kelvin wave structures with a trapping scale not consistent with h = 200 m were 

present in the data, the spectrum would leak into the other wave classes because the signal 

representing ω = k gh  for h ≠ 200 m would project onto multiple ψ
n
 (see Section 3.3.2 or 

3.3.3). In Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 we find a distinct lack of signal along a Kelvin wave dispersion curve 

for any value h. We will point to the clean partitioning of the Kelvin wave signal assuming h = 

200 m as validation of our choice to use that equivalent depth at all levels. However, it is 

unknown why the Kelvin wave should have the only observed vertical variation in depth scale 
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unless its phase speed is uniquely altered in the lower stratosphere by coupling (i.e. from the 

MJO) or another effect. 

 

5.2 Physical Features of Equatorial Waves at Multiple Levels 

In physical space, there are two primary features we intend to identify in the wave class 

fields. We will verify the selection mechanism for equatorial waves by the QBO wind regimes at 

multiple levels as we did for the 10 hPa level in Section 4.4. Additionally, we search for 

evidence that the methodology reproduces the correct vertical tilt for the waves. Consider Figs. 

2.3 and 2.4 for expected tilt of the Kelvin and MRG wave, respectively. In general, for a 

vertically-propagating gravity wave to have upward energy propagation, it must have downward 

phase propagation (m < 0). Then, taking the ω > 0 root with k positive (negative) for eastward- 

(westward-) propagating waves, the phase lines will tilt east (west) with height. We anticipate 

that each wave in a propagation regime will have the correct respective wave tilt. Because the 

wave fields are flow-relative at each level and therefore asynchronous with respect to the wave’s 

genesis point, to get the correct tilt we first apply a ground-relative transformation by simply 

reversing the sign of xshift in the exponent of (3.20). For any study on the zonal variability of 

equatorial waves, this is a necessary step. 

Figure 5.6 shows a vertical cross-section of the diagnosed Kelvin wave field at four times 

during the QBO cycle, indicated by the plot of u  on the right of each image. In each case, there 

is a pronounced eastward tilt with height as expected from Fig. 2.3. The figure is evidence that 

the Kelvin wave tilt is present within the data and need not be forced by decomposition methods. 

We also identify an amplitude evolution that follows from Fig. 4.9, which is a reflection of 
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Figure 5.6: Vertical cross-section of the Kelvin wave geopotential height field at the equator 

(shaded) with the zonal mean zonal wind as a function of pressure (right) at select times. As with 

Fig. 4.1, the progression of the QBO follows the plots clockwise. 

 

critical level absorption by the descending westerly QBO regime. In most cases, the strongest 

amplitude is found at the levels where the prevailing zonal wind is easterly. 

 Figure 5.7 is a more objective analysis of the wave amplitude evolution synchronized 

with the QBO clock. This figure plots the composite evolution as in Fig. 4.9, except grouped by 

wave class. Shading represents the normalized variance of the wave class at the level indicated 

by the vertical axis, with pink indicating maximum amplitude. In each case, the predicted cycle 

of amplitude according to QBO theory is found at every level and for each of the wave classes 
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Figure 5.7: Same as Fig. 4.9, except for the normalized geopotential height variance for the 

eastward-propagating (right column) and westward-propagating (left column) wave classes as a 

function of pressure level (vertical axis) within the stratospheric QBO. 
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shown. Only the EMRG and EIG1 appear to exhibit a monotonic decrease in variability with 

height throughout the whole domain. Above 20 mb, variability decreases with height in most 

cases. The largest variability occurs between 20 and 50 mb for all waves except the EIG1, which 

is most variable at 70 mb. This is the range of pressure levels where the QBO is most dominant 

(see Fig. 3.1). Most of the waves experience a change in normalized variability with height of 

between 15% and 25%, which indicates that at any level in the QBO, no wave loses more than a 

quarter of its amplitude on average. The Kelvin wave has the largest variability of any wave, 

losing at most 40% of its amplitude and less than 25% only at the 7 mb level. The WIG1 wave is 

the only other wave class to exhibit a variability of over 25%, occurring at 20 mb. At all levels 

above 50 mb, the EIG1 wave has a variability of less than 15%, and even less than 10% at 7 mb. 

 An interesting feature of the Kelvin wave tilt as seen in Fig. 5.6 is that at lower levels 

(bottom right image), the Kelvin wave appears to be more vertical than at upper levels. This is 

consistent with vertically-propagating waves refracting as they enter the stratosphere and 

continue to propagate into regions with higher N
2
. That is, m increases to counter the change in 

N. While the background state varies in time, there is an additional dependence of m on h (Eq. 

2.23), which could explain the simultaneous increase in both m and h with increasing N (Fig. 

5.3). 

 Figure 5.8 shows a cross-section of the R1 and WMRG waves taken when the QBO was 

in its westerly phase aloft. Consistent with Fig. 2.4, the WMRG tilts westward with height. We 

additionally find that the Rossby wave tilts westward with height, as it should for upward energy 

propagation. Notably, the WMRG is weaker in amplitude than the R1, and the vertical resolution 

in the upper QBO domain is too coarse to resolve tilt in many cases. 
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Figure 5.8: Vertical cross-section of the R1 (left) and WMRG (right) wave geopotential height 

fields at 12N when the QBO was westerly aloft. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

6.1 Summary 

We have generalized the meridional mode decomposition method to include the entire 

wave class and wavenumber-frequency spectrum. The primary benefit of such a method is the 

ability to study equatorial waves instantaneously without the need to prescribe a time or length 

scale, as neither are forced by the equations of motion except in relating to each other through 

the theoretical dispersion relation. As such, this method is able to identify inertia-gravity wave 

structures, although higher resolution is likely required to this end. The wave class amplitudes 

form a square system of equations as a function of the geopotential height PCF amplitudes in the 

eastward-propagating domain, and are also square for westward-propagating waves after 

constraining the WIG and Rossby wave amplitudes using the meridional velocity field. 

A synthetic field analysis verifies that this method of equatorial wave expansion can 

successfully partition waves in spectral space by partitioning their structures in physical space. 

Because an incorrect choice of equivalent depth for the PCF trapping scale does not affect the 

dispersion characteristics, the correct equivalent depth can be found by applying an arbitrary 

value or by the total field spectrum. Obviously, this methodology is sensitive to the initial 

spectrum of the field used and will ascribe signal to wave classes based on the available PCF 

amplitude, but by viewing the wave class spectra we can verify our a priori assumption that 

wave classes exist in the original field at all. 

The aforementioned ability of this method of equatorial wave expansion to partition the 

waves in spectral space is manifest in the wave class spectra (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). Particularly, the 

Kelvin wave signal is dominant in the total field spectrum but is entirely attributed correctly to 
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the Kelvin wave even though the EIG1 also projects onto ψ
0
. Both the EMRG and WMRG 

waves contain the only significant signal power between about 0.4 and 0.6 cpd at the lowest 

wavenumbers in correspondence with the MRG dispersion curve. The other wave classes have 

clear gaps in power in this region, even the mode n = 2 waves that share the ψ
1
 structure. In the 

westward-propagating regime where there is the strongest high-frequency signal, most of it is 

correctly attributed to the WIG1 wave. The Rossby waves are each characterized by strongly red 

signal, an apparent feature of both the geopotential height and meridional velocity fields. 

In testing the physical results of diagnosis through the method, we have observed the 

mutual evolution of equatorial waves with the background QBO in the stratosphere. Most wave 

classes diagnosed adhere to expectations according to basic QBO theory, that the waves are 

damped as they encounter regimes where the vertical shear is in the same direction as the wave’s 

propagation. The WIG2 and R2 waves exhibit this same evolution even though these amplitudes 

were diagnosed using the meridional velocity field. Strangely, the mode n = 3 waves fail this 

test, even the EIG3 wave that may be diagnosed without the need for a constraint. In addition to 

the evolution of wave amplitude in physical space, we have identified a similar evolution in 

zonal wavenumber spectral power synchronized with the QBO clock. Likely, this variability in 

spectral power is the catalyst for the observed amplitude variability in physical space. A 

combination of strongly varying zonal mean zonal wind in the vertical and the fact that 

equatorial waves are mostly dispersive allows the QBO to act as a wavenumber filter by 

suppressing larger wavenumbers when its wind regimes intensify relative to the wave. To our 

knowledge, this feature of the wavenumber power spectrum has not been documented. 

Because the methodology only decomposes the horizontal field of individual wave 

classes, we are able to produce a timeseries of wave fields. In a similar fashion, we are also able 
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to extend the domain of our study through multiple vertical levels. The fields at each 

instantaneous time and pressure level are diagnosed independently, so that any features of the 

time (or frequency) or vertical structure are diagnosed from information contained in the data, 

not from a prescription of a modal structure, wavenumber spectrum, or even equivalent depth. 

That the frequency spectra we obtain from our method obey the dispersion relation without this 

constraint is a remarkable result. Similarly, we are able to retrieve the correct wave tilt in the 

vertical for these equatorial waves. At each level in the vertical where the QBO is the primary 

mode of variability, there is a pronounced evolution of wave class amplitude synchronized with 

the local QBO clock. 

In our view, this methodology has passed the tests we laid out in the goals. The derivation 

in Section 3.1 formulated the wave class amplitudes as a square system that we could retrieve for 

instantaneous time. Spectral power of the total field was cleanly partitioned into wave classes 

through their horizontal structures rather than constraining signal using the dispersion relations. 

Finally, the waves obey theoretical expectations of their evolution and structure in physical space 

according to the critical level absorption theory of the QBO and wave tilt for vertically-

propagating equatorial waves. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

 The flexibility and broad scope of this method of equatorial wave expansion lends itself 

to a myriad areas of study. Although we have supplied many results of wave analysis in the 

equatorial stratosphere, we have not yet looked at the momentum or energy budget for individual 

waves and how they supply the QBO with necessary forcing. The associated secondary 

meridional circulation of the QBO is the primary method by which the oscillation is felt 
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throughout the stratosphere and has been referred to as the “heartbeat” of the stratosphere 

(Hamilton et al, 2015). There is a meridional divergence evolution in phase with the QBO such 

that there is convergence during the westerly phase and divergence in the easterly phase (Choi et 

al, 2002). Invariably, the meridional momentum flux will also exhibit an evolution and can be 

traced back to the prominence of eastward or westward tilt in different phases. Mass transport 

resulting from the QBO may also be a consequence of wave activity, which could be diagnosed 

using this method. In the case of either mass or momentum transport, one should likely study the 

wave stress or pressure torque on an isentropic surface (Andrews, 1983; Johnson, 1989) or the 

total EP flux. These values may easily be calculated instantaneously given the dynamical wave 

field timeseries yielded by this method. 

Additionally, we desire to make enhancements to the method itself. Noting the strong 

geostrophic relations in the Kelvin and Rossby wave fields, supplementary constraints to the 

wave class amplitudes could potentially yield a closed system without the need for separation of 

signal into eastward- and westward-propagating components. In this case, given a single, 

instantaneous field, we could achieve a full equatorial wave expansion. Preliminary results 

indicate that the geostrophic relationship favors low-frequency spectral power, which could 

further redistribute red signal in the WIG1 wave to the R1 wave. 

 There is continued interest in tropospheric wave activity, as the tropical troposphere is the 

source of waves that drive the QBO and is host to the MJO and ENSO. One challenge remains to 

study the interaction of waves with their environment within the noisy background of the 

troposphere. Near genesis, spectral filters could excise meaningful signal representative of some 

transient state of the wave in its infancy. Our full spectrum methodology could serve to 

illuminate the evolution of a wave from its point of genesis into the far field, where studies in the 
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upper troposphere and stratosphere have documented their features. In particular, this method 

could be applied to a high-resolution model of a localized heating event to observe the time 

evolution of the wavenumber spectrum as the wave propagates away from its source, as well as 

the favored projection of some depth scale or selective initiation of some waves over others. 

 Use of this methodology is not limited to theoretical models. The QBO is a feature that is 

important for long-range predictions but is under-represented in models and under-utilized in 

forecasting systems (Hartmann et al, 2015). Similarly, the MJO remains a challenge to accurately 

represent in GCMs (Deng et al, 2015). In both cases, insufficient parameterization of scale 

interactions is the likely culprit because convection and the resultant equatorial waves play a 

major role in the development and maintenance of these oscillations. To compare a GCM 

simulation of the QBO or MJO to reality, we could apply our method to the model output and 

see how the individual waves are treated. A study of this fashion could advance 

parameterizations and lead to more accurate long-term forecasting for weather and climate. 
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